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COVID Relief Funded Grants and Efforts
Read additional stories on Pages 114-118

Support for our vulnerable
artists and culture bearers
Alongside a grant from the Native Cultures Fund, the
COVID-19 Response Fund grant supported projects for
vulnerable artists and culture bearers, including Black, Latinx
and Native artists commissioned to create murals. Twelve
new murals and eight poetry installations were done during
the week-long Eureka Street Art Festival in August, 2020.
Cover photo: Ahty Allen, 12, daughter of artist Alme Allen,
assisted in painting his mural. Alme Allen grew up in the traditional homelands of the Karuk People on the Klamath River in
Orleans, Calif. He participated in Karuk traditions at an early
age, learning the songs, dances and ceremonies that help to
keep the Natural World in balance.
Right: Carl Avery is part of the Yurok Tribe and grew up
on a Native American reservation in Northern California. Avery’s work is highly influenced by nature and cultural designs.
He is a professional artist-builder-fabricator, specializing in
airbrush, pinstriping, custom paint, illustration, murals, graphic design and high quality commission work.

Cover and woodpecker photos by Rocky Arroyo, with
the Eureka Street Art Festival.

Addressing the gaps: Equity Alliance of the North Coast
With a disproportionate number
of black, Latinx, Native and other
people of color adversely affected
by COVID-19, funds were awarded to Equity Alliance of the North
Coast. The alliance addresses
gaps in food distribution, access to
healthcare, small business support
and technology.
Right: Alliance members are
interviewed on the PBS affiliate
KEET show “North Coast Perspective.” Pictured (right to left) are
Ron White, HAF; Melissa Meiris,
Stepping Stone Diversity Consultants; and Aristea Saulsbury,
diversity consultant with Greenway
Partners. (Watch the interview at:
www.pbs.org/video/tackling-racism-in-humboldt-county-z0c8o7)
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Executive Summary
Our Foundation and affiliates — Humboldt Area Foundation (HAF), Wild Rivers Community Foundation (WRCF), and Humboldt Health Foundation (HHF) (referred to hereafter as
HAF & WRCF, one entity) — launched the COVID-19 Regional Response Fund in March of
2020. Alongside the fund, HAF & WRCF assigned a Community Response Team (CRT) in
late March to support critical community needs in conjunction with the COVID-19 pandemic
to be in close partnership to support the most vulnerable communities in our region during
this crisis.

This report aims to illustrate:
1. The unique circumstances, context and insights of our region that shapes our
COVID-19 response.
2. Progress, analysis of giving and limitations of our grantmaking fund.
3. The community support provided by the Community Response Team, including
formal and informal capacity-building and technical assistance, as well as
obstacles to those goals.
4. The emergence of special and systems-level projects to address underlying
conditions and long-term stresses exacerbated by the pandemic.
5. Key lessons learned by the Foundation, affiliates and our collaborators so far.
6. Special appreciation for several individuals and organizations who have
enabled great impact.

Immediate Response
The COVID-19 Response Fund makes grants and the HAF & WRCF Community Response Team provides additional non-monetary assistance on a rolling basis to nonprofits,
charitable organizations and public agencies meeting immediate response and longer-term
recovery needs of residents in Trinity, Humboldt, Del Norte and Curry counties in the regions of coastal Northern California and Southern Oregon.
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HAF & WRCF’s priority is to support
the most vulnerable community members,
primarily through organizations and service
providers addressing:
● First responders, health care
providers, and caregivers;
● Seniors and senior services;
● Low-income families and youth; individuals at risk of partner/domestic violence;
● Residents with limited or low access to
services such as health care, technology
or child support;
● Individuals with underlying health conditions or disabilities;
● Veterans;
● Homeless, or housing and/or food insecure;
● Native Americans and sovereign tribal nation
ww communities;
● Communities of color and at-risk minorities;
● Low-access/hard-to-reach individuals,
migrants/undocumented, the incarcerated;
● School districts and the arts;
● Associations and unions, grassroots
advocacy and organizing, churches and
faith groups;
● Nonprofits & nonprofit systems support;
● Local media sustainability and information ecosystem
During the first five months since HAF &
WRCF’s COVID-19 effort launched, the Fund
raised $3,259,139.37 from individual gifts,
private foundations and philanthropic contributions, as well as HAF & WRCF reallocation of its own resources. In turn, HAF & WRCF has already granted $1,456,000 back
to our community through 120 grants to community organizations, institutions, public
agencies and grassroots leaders by August 20, 2020, the date of this publication. By
comparison, HAF’s value of discretionary grants in recent years averaged $567,830
semi-annually (3 year averages January through June). For the same time period this
year, that figure is $1,070,000. That translates to 188%, about triple, in discretionary
giving comparatively. An ongoing summary of grants is available on HAF’s website at:
https://www.hafoundation.org/Giving/COVID19.
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Executive Summary
The HAF & WRCF Community Response Team has about 17 staff members — about
half of the organization. The CRT have reached out to more than, and are in regular contact
with, about 500 individuals and organizations across HAF & WRCF’s region to assess their
needs, capacity, planning and challenges. The organization estimates about 1,500 hours
conducting outreach, direct response support and guidance have already been provided
to our community. Additionally HAF & WRCF has contributed valuable in-kind professional
and technical assistance such as financial consulting, capacity building and/or facilitating
service coordination among different organizations.

Near-term Recovery
The evolving nature of the pandemic, changing government responses, and declining
economic circumstances—both national and local—have required us to learn, be adaptive, and adjust in real time. The early arc of HAF & WRCF’s work was attenuated toward
the issues we were seeing in Europe and New York: severe personal protective equipment
and health equipment gaps, dramatic death tolls among seniors, runs on food and hygiene
supplies, and overburdened health care professionals and essential workers. As the crisis
evolved, we began responding to other fissures. Some of those issues were part of the
national trends, such as higher proportions of Black, Latinx, Indigenous and other people
of color infected with COVID-19 and the exacerbation of racial inequities. Other issues
emerged because of the area’s unique context, such as the infrastructure and distribution of
food systems, and a lack of capacity for processing goods despite being a producing region.
Another distinct set of challenges—and opportunities—surfaced around the sovereignty, security and traditions of the region’s 20 tribal nations. The economic challenges of individuals,
families, nonprofits and small businesses is a compounding and pervasive theme.

Long-term Recovery and Rural Resilience
These examples, and many more described later in the document, led us to form special projects and systems-adaptation teams to focus on more complex immediate needs,
as well as attempt to use this moment to untangle underlying conditions and come up with
longer-term solutions. HAF & WRCF’s hope is that lessons and collaborations will have
empowered the most vulnerable in the community, and have built the capacity to rebound
toward a stronger, more equitable and healthier future—together.

Bryna Lipper, Chief Executive Officer
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Submitted photo
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PART 1
HAF’s & WRCF’s Context amidst the COVID-19 Response
Humboldt Area Foundation (HAF)—with affiliates Wild Rivers Community Foundation
(WRCF) and Humboldt Health Foundation (HHF)—serves residents of four counties (Humboldt, Del Norte, Trinity and Curry) in two states (California and Oregon) and the region’s
numerous sovereign tribal nations.
The service area is a rural, remote and rugged area that includes 20 sovereign tribal
nations, agricultural traditions and national forest preservations. It is bound by the Pacific
coast and mountain ranges, with dramatic rivers cutting through vast terrain. It maintains
many independent subcultures and an enterprising spirit. There is a great deal more context to this region than this report can provide in limited space.
HAF & WRCF limited the themes in this report to those most relevant to COVID-19 response and recovery. Additional resources are available for further information about geology, ecosystems, macroeconomics and more. Here are but a few online tools:
California Center for Rural Policy
California Native Issues
California Tribal Families Coalition
County of Curry
County of Del Norte
County of Humboldt
County of Trinity
Klamath River Renewal Project
Northern California Indian Development Council
Oregon County & Tribal Coalitions
Oregon Office of Rural Health
Oregon State University Rural Development

https://ccrp.humboldt.edu/research
http://www.tribal-institute.org/lists/california.htm
https://www.caltribalfamilies.org/
https://www.co.curry.or.us/
http://www.co.del-norte.ca.us/
https://humboldtgov.org/
https://www.trinitycounty.org/
https://www.klamathrenewal.org/the-project/
http://www.ncidc.org
https://culturaltrust.org/about-us/coalitions/
https://www.ohsu.edu/oregon-office-of-rural-health/
https://extension.oregonstate.edu/business-economics/

Regional Context:
As a whole, the area is often defined by bodies of water. Eighteen percent of Curry
County is water, containing 24 lakes and 13 rivers. Similarly, 18% of Del Norte County is
water, containing 19 lakes and five major rivers, four of which also flow in Humboldt County
where there are 110 miles of Pacific coastline, 12 watersheds, five lagoons, and two lakes.
Trinity County has four lakes and also shares two large-volume rivers with Humboldt County: the Trinity and the Eel. Whether or not the rivers are considered sacred, wild, scenic and
recreational, they are an integral part of ecosystems and have flowed through the history
of the place, through the redwood trees and through generations of people. The Klamath,
Eel, Mattole, Smith, Chetco, Rogue and Sixes rivers are just some of the many high-flowing
rivers connecting jurisdictions and cultures, times and places, species and ways of living.
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HAF/WRCF Operating Region Map

The area represents remote rural areas bound together by the land, water, history and
circumstances. The large service area extends beyond 10,000 square miles—about the
same as the state of Massachusetts—with a census population of about 200,000. The region is also projected to shelter a significant part of California’s migrant and undocumented
workers given its agriculture and service industries.
Cycles of extractive natural industries, such as gold, fishing and timber, have led to
economic booms and busts. The region has emerged today as a dairy and agricultural hub
for the state—including a transitioning cannabis industry. Its largest employers are governments, nonprofits and retail services.
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There are 20 tribal nations, reservations and
rancherias in the service area—the most concentrated group of Native American tribes in the state.
Additionally, according to Census 2010, California
has the largest Native American population in the
United States: “12% of the total native population”
(www.courts.ca.gov/3066.htm).
Of the local tribes, including the Yurok Nation,
the most populous in the state, as well as the Hoopa
Valley, Karuk, Wiyot and Tolowa Dee-Ni’ nations,
there is a strong revitalization of native cultures,
languages and traditions in the region, including a
nationally regarded Native American Studies program at the region’s California State University at
Humboldt (Humboldt State University). In 2018, the
City of Eureka became the first U.S. government
entity in history to voluntarily return native lands to a
tribe—the Wiyot Nation—without condition, for Duluwat Island is central and sacred to its people.

Tribal Nations in
HAF & WRCF’s
Service Regions
• Bear River Band of the
Rohnerville Rancheria
• Big Lagoon Rancheria
• Blue Lake Rancheria
• Cher-Ae Heights Indian
Community of the Trinidad Rancheria
• Chetco
• The Confederated Tribes
of Coos, Lower Umpqua
& Siuslaw
• Elk Valley Rancheria
• Hoopa Valley (or Hupa)
• The Klamath Tribes
• Karuk Valley
• Mattole
• Nor Rel Muk Wintu
• Pit River
• Quartz Valley Indian
Reservation
• Redding Rancheria
• Resighini Rancheria
• Table Bluff Reservation
• Tolowa Dee-ni’
• Tsnungwe
• Yurok


Additional info at: www.ncidc.
org/nwca_tribal_map_and_info
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PART 1
ORGANIZATIONAL BACKGROUNDS
Humboldt Area Foundation
As a 47-year-old community foundation, HAF’s leadership, responsiveness and credibility in the region as its central, philanthropic organizations positions it to serve as many
things to many people, particularly in times of crisis. HAF’s mission is to promote and encourage generosity, leadership and inclusion to strengthen our communities. HAF prioritizes efforts to heal historical trauma and improve the health of vulnerable communities. www.
hafoundation.org
HAF serves as community facilitator, organizer and capacity-builder of local and tribal
governments, as well as public, private and nonprofit organizations to accomplish together
what other single entities cannot. This central role includes:
● Capacity and community building through programs and initiatives.
Last year alone, HAF brought together 1,586 people for trainings on leadership,
racial equity and cultural empowerment through programs such as: Equity Alliance of
the North Coast, Native Cultures Fund, Building Healthy Communities in partnership
with The California Endowment, Northern California Association of Nonprofits, Cascadia Center for Leadership.
● Distributing annually $5.8 million in grants, including over 450 scholarships serving
colleges, universities and trade schools;
● Managing an impact investing and local loan program that draws from mission-based
and socially responsible practices to invest in the region and its stability;
● Promoting charitable giving services to individuals, families and businesses that engage local donors and leaders as partners in building stronger communities;
● Developing deep relationships with financial and professional advisors and providing
them with resources to help their clients with planned giving and local generosity.

Wild Rivers Community Foundation
Since 2004, WRCF has been serving a vital and unique role in the region as an affiliate of HAF. In service to Del Norte and Curry counties, WRCF’s mission is to promote and
encourage generosity, leadership and inclusion to strengthen their communities. To address
social and regional challenges, WRCF funds and supports these programs:
● Building Healthy Communities for youth, education, food, organizing and resiliency;
● Health Career Pathways Project, in Del Norte and tribal lands, for collaboration
between educators and health care providers to develop educational pathways and
work-based learning opportunities for youth interested in health and wellness careers;
● Del Norte Nonprofit Alliance for providing members with a professional association to
foster collaboration and whose guiding principles are: “Share. Care. Build.”
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PART 2
Creation of COVID-19 Response Fund & Analysis
During the third week of March, Calthe end of the first week of April (and grantifornia Governor Gavin Newsom issued
ing out $359,209.74 during that time period),
emergency orders around the COVID-19
the fund grew to $3,259,139.37 within the
pandemic. HAF & WRCF reorganized to
first five months.
urgently respond and reallocated all of its
At a critical moment for the Fund, Kathdiscretionary and
leen Kelly Janus
flexible funds
of Governor
to emergency
Newsom’s
support. SimultaOffice of Soneously, regioncial Innovation
al and national
(OSI) recognized
philanthropic
the implications
partners notified
of gaps in fundHAF & WRCF to
ing to already
reallocate funding
under-resourced,
to the most vulrural areas.
nerable commuJanus’s team
nities and critical
and OSI mobineeds emerging
lized to connect
from COVID-19
philanthropists
conditions.
and donors with
Thereafter,
HAF & WRCF’s
Submitted photo
The California
Gold Beach Senior Center received COVID-19 funds to region. The
prepare and deliver meals to homebound seniors.
Endowment and
result was a $1.8
the California
million grant
Wellness Foundation provided rapid grants to the region to address its unique health,
to HAF & WRCF to support our COVID-19
social, technological and economic needs.
response. Local donors provided signifiWhile the private funder wishes to remain
cant contributions, and many converted
anonymous, these resources represent an
their designated or donor-advised funds
unparalleled commitment to a region of Calfor COVID-19 response. When an online
ifornia that may have been unseen behind
appeal was launched, individual donations,
the so-called “Redwood Curtain.” In HAF &
from $20 to several thousand dollars, began WRCF’s vast service area, this grant is likely
arriving within days.
to realize at least a decade of impact and
These initial grants, gifts, contributions
underscores the importance of Public Social
and reallocations were the sources of gener- Partnerships.
osity for the Humboldt Area Foundation and
Several other philanthropic organizations
Wild Rivers Foundation COVID-19 Regional provided flexible, quick response and counResponse FundSeeded with $454,761.12 by sel. Particularly striking were the generosity
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PART 2
and empowerment of corporate foundations
such as Blue Shield Foundation and Pacific
Gas and Electric Foundation, for example.
Longtime partners such as the Hewlett
Foundation guided HAF & WRCF through
repurposing its resources and provided
consultation as they, too, adapted to the
pandemic.
Through a statewide partnership with the
California League of Community Foundations, the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
also distributed critical funding to reinforce
the region.
This significant increase in the Fund
is the result of adaptive and perceptive
partnerships. Each understood that HAF
& WRCF’s rural counties, tribal nations
and agri-coastal regions require different
responses and would experience a more
complicated recovery than urban centers.
They listened carefully and quickly to the
observations about the precariousness of
the region’s rural health care systems and
safety-net gaps for the region’s agricultural
workers and migrant economy, and they
expressed profound concern about the possibility of another pandemic affecting Indigenous peoples.
Finally and rightfully, HAF & WRCF’s
philanthropic partners and donors seek to
fund and support equity in the region. They
hope the remote, rural, agricultural region
will demonstrate a funding model that addresses the alarming and disparate rates of
death, infection and impact among Black,
Latinx, Indigenous and other people of color.
While HAF & WRCF’s rapid and flexible grantmaking process enabled a quick
response to help meet the needs of these
most vulnerable communities, there is still
much work to be done as the crisis contin14 | COVID-19 REPORT

COMMUNITY LOANS

HAF made 30 loans to small businesses
totaling $232,858.25 to provide gap financing
before businesses accessed federal loan
programs. The loans are 5-year year loans at
2.75% interest and were done in partnership
with Redwood Region Economic Development
Commission, the Headwaters Fund, the City
of Arcata and the City of Fortuna. The businesses who received loans ranged from hotels,
restaurants, salons, retail, and food production.
HAF also made eight Payroll Protection
Program (PPP) Loans through the Arcata
Economic Development Corporation (AEDC) to
nonprofit organizations which AEDC would not
have otherwise had the resources to make.
The loans have the same terms as normal
PPP loans, 1% for two years, with repayment
to come from the Small Business Association.
HAF lent a total of $750,000, which allowed
these nonprofits to continue to employee staff.
Nonprofits receiving such loans include: Access Humboldt, Miranda’s Rescue, Making
Headway Center For Brain Injury Recovery,
and Westside Community Improvement
Association.
ues for many more months.
~~~
Sections that follow in this report describe HAF & WRCF’s adaptive process and
capacity to respond to the evolving circumstances the region faces, including inequity,
health and economic disparities, service
gaps and other major challenges. HAF &
WRCF does this with the promise that the
Foundation’s response will transition into an
equitable recovery and newfound resilience
for this rural region.

PART 3
Response Team Grantmaking
and Regional Assistance
HAF’s & WRCF’s grantmaking resourccame together in HAF & WRCF’s first iteres, staff expertise and relationships across
ation of a decision-making body, the Comthemes play a particularly critical function
munity Response Team (CRT), for rapid
in times of crisis to inject funding, coordiresponse funding and assistance. CRT
nate across the 12 themes that emerged to
members were assigned to reach widely into
mobilize and distribute
resources, and offer
expert counsel.
“Never before have we deployed resources
In the early stages
of the pandemic in
so quickly from Southern Humboldt in CaliforCalifornia, and one
nia to Southern Curry in Oregon. We have a
week in advance of
clear mission of supporting the most vulnerCalifornia’s shelterin-place requirement,
able, and our team is deeply focused on unHAF & WRCF rapidly
derstanding the needs of every corner of our
reorganized its operregion. After hundreds of hours and months
ations for crisis response.
of calls and Zoom meetings, we are still enerAll of HAF’s &
gized to support those most in need. We will
WRCF’s non-operabe here supporting our region— always.”
tions staff were reassigned to coordinate
with and respond to
— Gina Zottola,
the needs of the most
Director of WRCF
vulnerable groups
across the region
(see attached assignment summary),
and launched the
emergency COVID-19
Regional Response Fund. HAF & WRCF’s
the large geographic region and within tightexperiences working with Indigenous comknit communities to listen, learn and identify
munities, communities of color, nonprofit
the most crucial needs. HAF & WRCF reorganizations, first responders and health
moved the barrier of an application process
organizations, and rural economic developand empowered the voice of community
ment positioned the Foundation well to be in partners in place of bureaucracy. The CRT
rapid service.
was enabled with a broad array of resources
Staff at all levels of the organization
and tools to fulfill its mission.
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PART 3
Meeting frequentregion.
ly each week, the CRT
The CRT has surMajor questions
assesses urgent funding
faced major challenges—
for the foundations not just in terms of the
needs; considers ways to
solve front-line obstacles
pandemic but in the sys•
How
does
HAF
&
WRCF
and improve coordination
tems gaps and failures
organize
to
get
funding
into
among providers; helps
COVID-19 has revealed.
the region as fast as possibuild coalitions; facilitates
As anchoring institutions
ble,
while
also
trusting
the
professional services such
in the region of Humboldt,
community knows its own
as legal counsel; provides
Del Norte, Trinity, and
needs
best?
guidance about federal
Curry counties, it is now
•
What
kind
of
nonfinancial
and state relief programs;
evident HAF & WRCF’s
assistance does the comand advocates to public
responsibility is to showmunity
need
most,
and
how
officials—among other
up, listen, provide redoes HAF & WRCF coordinon-financial assistance.
sources and time—to be
nate
quickly?
To date, the CRT has
the community foundation
•
How
does
HAF
&
WRCF
reached out to at least
that encourages genrapidly learn and adapt while
500 different community
erosity, leadership and
continuing
to
be
responsive
organizations, grassroots
inclusion. The following is
and support the community
leaders, public officials,
an initial evaluation of the
with
long-term
recovery?
and regional institutions.
CRT efforts and findings.
•
How
does
HAF
&
WRCF
They have provided at
Positive community
share needs and insights
least 1,500 hours of counimpact has been seen
effectively so that partners,
sel, guidance and partin unanticipated ways.
government agencies, grantnership assistance—and
In March, the Hoopa
ees
and
other
community
are actively participating in
Valley Tribe—the first
organizations
can
work
efforts such as food distrigovernment to declare a
together effectively?
bution, law enforcement
state of emergency in the
and public cooperation,
area—was granted funds
and health and hygiene
for grandmothers to sew
resources. The team has granted $1,456,000 masks for the entire tribe and to be distributin funding as of this report’s printing.
ed at their tribal elections, The Tribe set up
HAF & WRCF also invested $2 million
a successful drive-thru voting system, which
from its endowment fund to provide local
allowed citizens to vote in person safely and
loans for nonprofits and small businesses,
conveniently since many tribal citizens do not
and to provide bridge loans until federal
have mailing addresses. Hoopa reported they
programs such as the Payroll Protection
had the highest voter turnout in tribal history,
Program (PPP) could be funded. These “imwith great feedback about the masks and joy
pact investments” were vital to stabilizing the at being kept safe from infection by both their
region’s small businesses and nonprofits, as
tribe’s foresight and their elders’ handiwork
well as ensuring employment for many in the and care.
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BY THE
NUMBERS:

Amount funded to Native Americans
by COVID-19 Vulnerability

Of the total funds
received so far, HAF &
WRCF has granted out
$1,456,000 to over 120
projects, ranging from
a small grant of $500 to
one as large as $80,000.
Some grantees have received funding multiple
times, though the majority are single grants
to organizations. HAF &
WRCF has also made
it a priority to increase
granting for general
operating support, not
restricted to a single
project.

Amount Funded by COVID-19 Vulnerability
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PART 3
Support for
our communities
HAF & WRCF provided support in the way of community
loans, technical assistance
and COVID-19 convenings.
Here are a few examples:
● Convening a workshop
with retired public health community members for essential
service nonprofits on how to
reduce the risk of spread: 44
attendees from 26 organizations;
● Convening a Board leadership workshop during the
pandemic: 98 attendees from
67 organizations;
● Convening of essential
service nonprofit leaders to
discuss how they’re adapting:
20 attendees from 17 organizations;
● Convening of Cascadia
Leadership Program graduates
to discuss how to show up as
leaders during this time: 27 attendees from 19 organizations;
● CARES Act workshop: 89
attendees from 71 organizations;
● Mindfulness for Well-being
Series for essential services
providers for over two weeks,
three times a week: more than
150 individuals participated.
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Support from COVID-19 Fund
As the pandemic evolved and the COVID-19 Regional Response Fund grew, so did HAF and WRCF’s
response to community need. In May, two months into
the pandemic, communities and agencies were reaching capacity.
The number of people affected by COVID-19, in
HAF & WRCF’s four-county service area, continues
to grow. Many are grappling with sudden changes to
their everyday lives. For some, the effects are particularly dire. The most vulnerable communities are of
special concern to HAF & WRCF.
The following themes of the most vulnerable
communities emerged upon analysis of grants made
during the first five-months of COVID-19.
Theme 1 emerged as the highest need area surfaced thus far to Theme 11 as the lowest need area
surfaced thus far. That is to say, Theme 11 is not the
least important need, only that requests were fewer
for many reasons still being analyzed.
Theme 12 contains the most requested grants.
These infrastructure needs addressed in “Economic
Development and Capacity Building” serve as a natural transition to the next part of the report.
Some patterns are already changing, however,
so HAF & WCRF aim to report back in another six
months.
Vulnerable communities, themselves, may still be
discovering and finding ways to communicate to HAF
& WRCF what their needs are. The Foundations are
trying to identify ways to respond quickly while investing limited resources for long-term recovery.
Finally, because resource requests (financial and
non-financial support) often included many needs
across many themes, simple classification is nearly
impossible. Resource requests also crossed geographies in our region, so pinpointing exactly which
community received support was not an exact science. In order to avoid obscuring or oversimplifying, a
thorough effort to cross reference and cross identify in
our analysis is presented in the following pages.

Amount Funded
By date
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Theme 1: Food Security
Two of the first and most immediate
needs heard during HAF & WRCF’s listening
sessions were those for food and medicine.
The Food Security theme overlapped with
the other 11 themes presented in this report. As of mid-August 2020, HAF & WRCF
granted the greatest quantity of funding for
food as nutrition (and for food and herbs as
preventative medicine, for some cultures).
Requests ranged widely, from culturally
appropriate food for the Hmong people in
Del Norte County, to food boxes for seniors
and children on Hoopa Valley Tribal lands.
The following food pantries were granted
funding:
● Brookings Harbor Food Bank received
$15,000 to support the summer snack pack
program for kids;
● Christian Help Food Bank received
$10,000 to help with increased food needs
in Gold Beach, OR;
● Family Resource Center of the Redwoods received $10,000 to help its food

pantry facing additional demands;
● Food for People received $21,000 for
responding to increased COVID-19-related
demands on the organization and for human-centered design work with Equinoss
Consulting.
Trinity Community Food Outreach received $35,000 for purchasing a food storage unit at the county’s main food bank in
Weaverville and for building an all-weather
addition for volunteers (to prepare food for
distribution). In the summer, Trinity weather often reaches 100 degrees; in winter, it
snows. The addition doubles as safe parking at night for food delivery vehicles. HAF
& WRCF engaged with partner funders the
Trinity Trust, Smullin Foundation and the
Community Foundation of the North State
to enable Trinity Community Food Outreach
to purchase additional storage units for the
Weaverville food bank: in addition to funding
seven pantries to purchase perishables not
available through government programs.

Submitted photo

Trinity Community Food Outreach volunteers install slab for a soon-to-be built all-weather warehouse.
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The Trinity County Food Bank has reported serving 1,800 individuals (on average) per month during the pandemic. That
is almost 15% of Trinity’s population, as well
as a 54% increase in people served in a
typical month prior to the pandemic. Food
is distributed by the food bank through one
dozen local pantries.
Two more food pantry requests were fulfilled when the Arcata House Partnership—a
nonprofit providing transitional housing,
supplies and service—was granted $24,000
and when the Assembly of God Church was
granted $1,500 to construct two little “free
food pantries” for rural remote Orleans, to
serve the homeless population upriver.
Community nonprofit organizations and
places of worship needed to supply and
distribute boxes, which included traditional
food, as well as food as medicine, hygiene
products, personal protective equipment and
educational materials in English, Lao and
Hmong languages:
● Affordable Homeless Housing Alternatives, fiscal sponsor for Humboldt Mutual
Aid, received $11,000 for additional general
operating support for homeless services and
for food, hygiene supplies, and deliveries.
● California Kitchen received $5,000 to
provide traditional food and herbs as medicine and nutritional foods for elder citizens
of the Hoopa Valley Tribe;
● NorCal Lao Foundation received
$8,000 for assembling emergency kits with
medical and hygiene supplies, and Asian
foods for South East Asian, low-income elders and families. They also used the grant
to translate emergency information and federal updates from English into Lao & Hmong
languages.
HAF & WRCF heard the need for food-related infrastructure and granted funds accordingly. For example, the California Center

Submitted photo

Christian Help Food Bank used COVID-19 funds
to help Curry County residents in need of food,
hygienic and pet supplies.

for Rural Policy, at Humboldt State University, received $22,275 for a coordinated North
Coast emergency food system response.
The Klamath-Trinity Resource Conservation
District received $15,000 for not only supplying six community food pantries in the Hoopa
area, but also for staff members to build and
maintain a garden to increase local resiliency
(see also Theme 12: Economic Development
& Capacity Building).
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Theme 1: Food Security

For facility improvements to maintain
health, safety & physical distancing during
pandemic, and for matching challenge
to support a Housing Services Manager
needed for increased demand for shelter.
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Theme 2: Children/Adult Education
Out of all the requests received, about
two dozen were funded from the COVID-19
Regional Response Fund to address children and educational needs, which comprised a theme during HAF & WRCF’s
listening sessions. This theme overlapped
with all of the 11 other themes that emerged
from the first five months of funding.
Regarding childcare, funding was provided for scholarships and stipends. The Boys
& Girls Club of the Redwoods was granted
$15,000 to cover the $50 fee for their eightweek, all-day program serving 48 children
who are either club members or have parents who are essential workers. That fee
translates into supplies, staff time, food and
scholarships. First 5 Humboldt was granted
$55,000 for providing stipends to providers
through the Child Care Incentive and Recognition Program.
This theme includes education, since
needs also emerged from institutions of
higher education. Humboldt State University
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(HSU) was granted $15,000 to support the
Dreamers’ Fund at the university for DACA
students as a matching challenge grant, and
to support the African American Center for
Academic Excellence. HSU is the only fouryear university in the service area, many of
whose students transition from College of
the Redwoods (CR), the local community
college. College of the Redwoods Foundation was granted $20,000 to support DACA
students attending CR.
To address the needs of communities
spread over a vast area with few public
transportation options, CR has campuses in
downtown and Old Town Eureka, Crescent
City, Garberville, Hoopa, and both the Humboldt County Jail and the Pelican Bay Prison. CR was granted $500 to support Pelican
Bay Scholars Summer Book Club.
Also in support of literacy, Cumbre
Humboldt was granted $20,000 to support
matching 35 Latinx students at Pacific Union
School with HSU tutors for the summer.
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The Northern California Indian Development
Council used their grant to provide 50 low
income families in local tribal lands for food,
shelter and hygiene supplies.
Submitted photo
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Theme 3: Native American/Racial
Health & Economic Disparities
This theme also arose from HAF &
WRCF’s listening sessions, with about two
dozen funded requests that addressed the
most impacted communities by COVID-19.
Throughout the service area, HAF &
WRCF surfaced what other communities
are discovering as the pandemic unfolds.
Socio-economic, political, and financial
variables connected to race and historical
oppressions are factoring into disproportionate consequences. The Native American/
Racial Health & Economic Disparities theme
overlapped with the 11 other themes emerging when outgoing grants are analyzed.
During listening sessions, HAF & WRCF
was asked to support Indigenous and other communities of color at unprecedented
rates—by providing functional, local, target-
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ed support during the initial rounds of funding. The Foundations expect to be asked
again from this most vulnerable audience
under great stress and duress.
The Resighini Rancheria, serving Del
Norte and Humboldt counties, was granted
$15,000 for providing food to 85 households.
Similarly, United Indian Health Services was
granted $18,200 for getting food and meals
to 1,300 elders in local Native communities
during the pandemic and during a gap in
federal funding.
Both Ink People Center for the Arts and
NAACP Eureka Branch received funding,
$68,200 and $27,000, respectively, for supporting BIPOC artists and entrepreneurs,
and for hosting a Juneteenth Celebration
celebrating the abolishment of slavery.
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Theme 3: Native American/Racial
Health & Economic Disparities

Photo by Thomas Joseph

Masks made by grandmothers hired by the Hoopa Tribal Valley Election Board for distribution to tribal citizens for voting in elections.
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Theme 4: Health/Mental Health,
and Hygiene
With nearly two dozen funded requests
To address health, Curry Health Netfrom the COVID-19 Regional Response
work, the Humboldt Senior Resource CenFund, the Health/Mental Health & Hygiene
ter, and Redwood Coast Regional Center
theme helped define a clear regional need
purchased equipment for telemedicine serthat overlaps the other 11 themes.
vices and for isolated patients to visit with
There is a lack
families. Their service
of both health
populations are remote
and mental health
rural, seniors, and deservices and
velopmentally disabled
infrastructure for
children and adults.
preventative care.
Also addressing
Instead, the care
health needs that have
is reactionary,
increased in demand by
limited, and inconthe pandemic for which
sistent due to the
they have received
lack of retention of
funds to meet the growall medical pering demand are the
sonnel, but most
Curry Health Network,
of all retention of
the K’ima:w Medical
specialists and
Center, and Open
Photo from NCRC Facebook page
nurses. To access
Door Health ClinThe North Coast Rape Crisis Team received a
specialists for both grant to help it meet local needs during the pan- ic serving Del Norte
primary and secCounty. They received
demic.
ondary opinions,
$8,000, $10,000, and
and for surgeries, residents often travel out of $25,000, respectively.
the area to major cities where medical experThe majority of requests and granted
tise is clustered. Service-connected veterans funds in this theme came from those adtravel south, approximately 300 miles, to San dressing mental health issues. As previously
Francisco or north 250 miles to Roseburg
mentioned, the Redwood Coast Regional
and 400 miles to Portland for care at the Vet- Center received $13,000 to purchase 237
erans Administration Medical Centers.
tablets for developmentally disabled adults
Medical personnel—at all levels—tend
and children to access telemedicine, but also
to gain initial experience here, then move to
for their socialization and distance learning
more urban areas, leaving a system lacking
goals. The Fortuna Unified School District,
in continuity of care, a trail of broken trust,
for example, received $1,000 for creating and
and a fractured region. The brave medical
distributing mental health packets for stupersonnel who do stay are overburdened.
dents. Oregon’s South Coast Educational
Dentists are at capacity, and those who were School District received $10,000 for supconsidering retirement having been spurred
porting the Trauma Informed Training/Train
by business closures during the pandemic
the Trainer Program for both aides and
are often retiring.
teachers in Gold Beach and Port Orford.
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Theme 4: Health/Mental Health
and Hygiene
Nonprofit Cooperation Humboldt was
granted $40,000 for addressing increased
needs due to the pandemic, and to provide
art therapy for people in recovery with substance abuse orders.
Some of the requests were for providing
hygiene supplies and personal protective
equipment:
● California Tribal TANF Partnership was
granted $14,000 to buy $150 gift cards for 90
families to purchase food and hygiene supplies.
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● The Hupa Family Resource Center was
granted $3,000 for purchasing thermometers,
hygiene supplies, as well as emergency food
and hotel vouchers.
● The NorCal Lao Foundation received
$8,000 for emergency kits that included hygiene supplies and food.
● The Tolowa Dee-ni’ Nation, in Curry and
Del Norte, received $26,825, the Wiyot Tribe,
in Humboldt, received $1,000, and the Yurok
Tribe, in Del Norte and Humboldt, received
$20,000.
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Submitted photo

The Yurok Tribe used their grant to build and deliver boxes of food and supplies to elderly
tribal members and families.
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Theme 5: Housing Vulnerabilities
& Housing Veterans
The next largest number of requests
funded by the COVID-19 Regional Response Fund involved agencies addressing
regional Housing Vulnerability & Housing
Veterans. This theme overlapped with nine
of the other 11 themes, including:
• Children & Adult Education
• Native American/Racial Health &
Economic Disparities
• Substance Abuse & Domestic Violence
• Food Security
• Health/Mental Health & Hygiene
• Mobility & Rural Distribution
• Native American/Racial Health &
Economic Disparities
• Seniors & People with Disabilities
(and their pets)
• Substance Abuse & Domestic Violence
Some needs were immediate, such
as the Bear River Band of the Rohnerville
Rancheria, between the cities of Eureka (the
county seat) and Fortuna (one of the fastest
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growing cities in Humboldt). Known for its
casino and hotel overlooking the Eel River,
the rancheria offers a housing program for
its low-income and elderly tribal citizens and
their families. HAF & WRCF granted Bear
River $21,600 for critical mold abatement in
12 houses to reduce respiratory issues.
Other needs were operational, such as
the North Coast Veterans Center, which was
granted $17,275 for heightened operating
costs in housing and resources to veterans
experiencing housing insecurity during mandatory, ongoing, shelter-in-place orders.
The Betty Chinn Day Center, which provides free showers, meals, computer access, a clothing closet, and sanctuary from
the streets, received $3,000 for addressing
increased needs of the homeless community.
International Food Not Bombs, Arcata
Chapter received $1,000 to provide weekly free meals for six months to homeless
people in Humboldt. They offer free, vegan
meals once a week.

For facility improvements to maintain health, safety & physical distancing during pandemic, and for
matching challenge to support a
Housing Services Manager needed
for increased demand for shelter.
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Theme 6: Connectivity & Technology
In a service area with sporadic cell
phone reception and Internet service,
COVID-19 pandemic has laid bare the thin
threads of rural communication infrastructure. In 2014, the California Center for Rural
Policy reported: “A Tale
of Two Rural Broadband Victories: How
broadband advocates
in Humboldt and Del
Norte counties overcame financial, political, and geographic
challenges to achieve
route diversity.” (1)
Since then, the
North Coast of California and South Coast of
Oregon have multiple
lines serving the region,
yet financial, political and geographic challenges remain. Recently, the Hoopa Valley
Tribe installed a fiber-optic network cable to
expand its capacity. In 2016, the Yurok Tribe
received a settlement from the California
Public Utilities Commission and some grants
to install 20 miles of fiber-optic cable to a
remote areas. (2)
Mountains, rivers, valleys, and fault lines
physically challenge the telecommunications
infrastructure. Some community members
lack basic hardware for working from home,
sheltering-in-place and contacting medical
and emergency services. The Regional Response Fund distributed grants ranging from
$500 to $75,000.
The Connectivity & Technology theme
overlapped with nine of the other 11 themes:
• Children & Adult Education
• Economic Development & Capacity
Building
• First Responders & Essential Workers

• Food Security
• Health/Mental Health & Hygiene
• Migrants, Legal Assistance & Language
Translation
• Mobility & Rural Distribution
• Seniors & People
with Disabilities
(and their pets)
• Substance Abuse
and Domestic Violence
Addressing the
Connectivity & Technology theme, some
needs were funded as
follows:
$25,000 was granted to local public access television station
Access Humboldt to
support the Community Voices Coalition,
working with the North Coast Journal to
share open source news stories about vulnerable communities.
$10,000 was granted to the Humboldt
County Office of Education to support Internet connectivity for 50 students to access
virtual learning.
$8,000 was granted to the Curry Health
Network to purchase equipment for telemedicine services and for allowing isolated
patients to visit with their families.
Please see the Economic Development
& Capacity Building theme for more discussion.
~~~
(1) https://ccrp.humboldt.edu/sites/default/
files/humboldt-del-norte-broadband-casestudies.pdf
(2) https://www.energy.gov/sites/prod/
files/2016/01/f29/45_yurok_utility_brooks_
sullivan.pdf

SOME COMMUNITY
MEMBERS LACK
BASIC HARDWARE
FOR WORKING
FROM HOME.
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Theme 7: Seniors & People With
Disabilities (and Their Pets)
One of the service area’s most vulnerable
communities, especially during a pandemic
where they are in high-risk categories, are
seniors and people with disabilities. Through
listening sessions, it was revealed needs
spanned from gaps in food distribution and
pet supplies for elders, to gaps in technology
access.
The Seniors & People with Disabilities
(and Their Pets) theme overlapped with nine
of the other 11 themes:
• Connectivity &
Technology
• Economic Development & Capacity Building
• Health/Mental Health & Hygiene
• Housing Vulnerability & Housing
Veterans
•Native American/Racial Health &
Economic Disparities
• Migrants, Legal Assistance &
Language Translation
• Mobility & Rural Distribution
• Food Security
The largest grant of
$68,200 went to the Ink
People Center for the Arts
serving as a nonprofit
umbrella for artists who
are Black, Indigenous,
and People of Color, for
a Juneteenth Celebration commemorating the
end to legalized slavery,
and for an elder artist
program. Regarding the
smallest grant, fitting this
theme, $1,000 went to the
Wiyot Tribe to purchase
60 | COVID-19 REPORT

hygiene, cleaning, and pet supplies for elders.
In between the two grants listed above,
the COVID-19 Regional Response Fund
granted to the Humboldt Senior Resource
Center for purchasing tablets for vulnerable
seniors to access telehealth services while
sheltering in place. Similarly, the Redwood
Coast Regional Center purchased 37 tablets
for clients with developmental disabilities in
Humboldt and Del Norte counties to maintain
social, educational and medical contact.
The Gold Beach Senior Center, the
Hmong Cultural Center, the NorCal Lao
Foundation and United Indian Health Services each received between $8,000 and
$18,200 to supply food to elders sheltering in
place.
The NorCal Lao Foundation, United Indian Health Services, the Wiyot Tribe, and the
Yurok Tribe (mentioned above) distributed
food and hygiene supplies to elders.

Photo courtesy of Eureka Street Art Festival

Part of a $60,200 grant to the Ink People Center for the Arts helped purchase supplies for a weekly online art class and peer support group
(Art for the Young at Heart) for low-income seniors at the Silvercrest
Senior Residence in Eureka.
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Theme 8: Mobility & Rural Distribution
In an area with low population density
combined with high square mileage, transportation naturally factors into community
need for rural Mobility & Rural Distribution
funding. The Mobility & Rural Distribution
theme overlapped with seven of the other 11
themes:
• Connectivity & Technology
• Economic Development & Capacity
Building
• First Responders & Essential Workers
• Food Security
• Health/Mental Health & Hygiene
• Housing Vulnerability & Housing
Veterans
• Mobility & Rural Distribution
Some transportation requests were
disguised as requests for distribution assistance of food, hotel vouchers, hygiene products, and emergency kits, as in the case
of the Del Norte Unified School District,
where $30,000 was used to support delivering food boxes (lunch, snack and breakfast
for the next morning) to students during the
summer.
In the Mobility & Rural Distribution
theme, the Tolowa Dee-ni’ Nation was granted $26,835 for delivering food, sanitary supplies, and personal protective equipment to
their service area, including 307 households
in both Curry and Del Norte counties.
Both the Southern Trinity Area Rescue and K’ima:w Medical Center in the
Hoopa Valley were issued $10,000 each for
helping to cover costs of a new ambulance
and for repairing an ambulance. Community
needs overlapped with the First Responders
& Essential Workers theme of needs fulfilled by the COVID-19 Regional Response
Fund. The K’ima:w Medical Center request
included funding to purchase washing ma64 | COVID-19 REPORT

chines for health workers and for groups
within the Hoopa community who lack access to a laundromat. The nearest laundromat (and public county bus stop) outside the
business district is 12 miles away, in Willow
Creek, CA. United Indian Health Services
provides medical transport, and ambulance
service comes from Arcata, CA 60 miles
west of Hoopa. Mobility and rural distribution
grant requests made for easy decisions.
To keep people from walking along the
side of the road, and keep them safer on a
walking path, the River Life Foundation (in
the logging-town of Fortuna) was supported
with $5,000 to continue maintenance of the
walking trail adjacent to the Eel River. It is
one of the few local paths separated from
motorized traffic. In better times, this river
walk attracts tourism and local recreational users, and it also serves an additional
practical purpose. It keeps people who are
homeless, living in the area, connected to
food, showers, transportation, and drug
rehabilitation programs. For social distancing during the pandemic, there is a need for
maintaining the path.
The Roderick Hayfork Senior Center
was given $6,000 to transport food to those
in Hayfork sheltering in place. To further
assist food distribution, the center will purchase food transport carriers, paper products, storage containers and an industrial
freezer for safely storing food for distribution. Those who live in Hayfork are mountain
people, living where the original Nor’el pom
tribal people still live. Prior to the pandemic,
Hayfork’s unemployment rate was 5.3%. In
2017, 20.8% of people there were living in
poverty. Rural, remote Hayfork seniors rely
upon the Roderick Hayfork Senior Center’s
food program for nutrition, socialization and
health monitoring.
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Theme 9: First Responders
& Essential Workers
The need to care for first responders
and essential workers was heightened
when, in both California and Oregon, there
were hundreds of months-long wildfires
burning in 2017 and again in 2018.
The COVID-19 pandemic has again
highlighted necessary workers and their
agencies. Not surprisingly, we heard the
needs related to first response infrastructure, safety gear and capital expenditures
(like ambulance repair and purchasing
assistance).
Interestingly, support for the First Responders & Essential Workers theme
included basics like child care, food, and
washing machines. When they are not heroic first responders and essential workers,
they are parents and humans doing laundry, needing support both at home and at
work, during the pandemic.
The COVID-19 Regional Response
Fund supported about one dozen agencies
for rapid rural response for the First Responders & Essential Workers theme. This
theme overlapped with seven of the other
11 themes:

• Children & Adult Education
• Connectivity & Technology
• Economic Development & Capacity
Building
• Food Security
• Health/Mental Health & Hygiene
• Mobility & Rural Distribution
• Native American/Racial Health &
Economic Disparities
HAF & WRCF granted $28,000 to Curry
County to create a mobile command station for emergency response. Two other
agencies received $25,000 each to address
first responder and essential worker needs:
True North Organizing Network received
a grant to support three hotline phone
operators and the volunteer food delivery
program, while the Open Door Community
Health Center received funds for supporting
the Del Norte Open Door Clinic during the
pandemic. On the other end of the funding
spectrum for this theme, Feed the E.R.
received $1,044 to feed first responders
and emergency room workers during the
pandemic.
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A Covid-19 Response
grant was awarded to the
“Feed the E.R.” project
for essential workers.
The funds were used to
purchase meals from local
restaurants and grocery
stores to feed approximately 50 nurses and physicians at local hospitals.
Submitted photo
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Theme 10: Substance Abuse
& Domestic Violence
Rural challenges have been exaclence survivors. Cooperation Humboldt reerbated by the current pandemic, and
ceived $40,000 to address increased needs
made more obvious by mandatory sheldue to the corona virus—including the
tering-in-place to reduce the spread of the
Humboldt COVID-19 Response Coalition,
coronavirus. This terrible truth has been
childcare, art therapy for people in recovery
made apparent from
with substance abuse
COVID-19 Regional
disorders.
Response Fund listenA range of $6,000
ing sessions; we heard
to $5,000 was disand funded the needs
tributed to remaining
of six agencies adorganizations in this
dressing the complextheme to address
ities of people directly
recovery, substance
challenged by the
abuse, and domestic
processes of recovery,
violence. The Humsubstance abuse, and
boldt Area Center
domestic (and partner)
for Harm Reduction
violence.
is helping with inThese grants overcreased homeless)
— HAF’s Lindsie Bear,
lapped with six of the
and community
Native
Cultures
Fund
Senior
other 11 themes that
needs. Narcotics
Program
Director.
emerged from the lisAnonymous World
tening sessions:
Services, Inc. and
• Children & Adult
Alcoholics AnonEducation
ymous, in Hoopa,
• Connectivity &
is supplying safety
Technology
equipment to allow native addiction recov• Economic Development & Capacity
ery groups to work with the Hoopa Tribal
Building
Office of Emergency Services.
• Health/Mental Health & Hygiene
Both Oasis Domestic Violence Shelter
• Housing Vulnerability & Housing
and Two Feathers Native American FamVeterans
ily Services are also fulfilling a practical,
• Native American/Racial Health
safety need by providing safe shelter for
& Economic Disparities
survivors of domestic and intimate partner violence. Safety gear purchased were
The Humboldt Family Service Center
shelter, chairs, air purifiers, and a personal
received $44,000 from the COVID-19 Readdress (PA) system to help promote safe
gional Response Fund for virtual counseling social distancing for resumption of in-perfrom struggling families sheltering in place.
son meetings, not via the Internet, since
Also, the center is creating three, extra sup- Hoopa is still working on establishing broadport groups for domestic (and partner) vioband connectivity throughout.

“All they needed
was basic tools to
set up safe spaces,
to support people
during this
difficult time.”
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Theme 11: Migrant, Legal Assistance
& Language Translations
The Migrants, Legal Assistance & Language Translation theme contains fewer
funded requests than other sectors of need.
Perhaps the need was not less than other sectors, but instead—since the primary
Latinx population in our region are migrant
workers, students, children and their parents—they may not have the capacity to organize or coordinate with foundations while
they are in survival mode. HAF & WRCF
sees this funding period as a call to change
outreach and networking strategies when it
comes to the Latinx population and people
whose first (and sometimes only) language
may be other than English.
The agencies listed in the chart below
received grants for requests that also over-

lapped with five of the other 11 themes that
developed during listening sessions:
• Connectivity & Technology
• Food Security
• Health/Mental Health & Hygiene
• Seniors & People with Disabilities
(and Their Pets)
• Native American/Racial Health
& Economic Disparities.
The local branch of Centro del Pueblo
garnered national attention by helping to
pass Measure K in 2018. This “sanctuary
initiative” put Humboldt on the map for being the first county in the nation prohibiting
local law enforcement agencies from cooperating with federal immigration officials.

Submitted photo

Volunteers in the Hmong and Lao communities distribute food and supplies in Crescent City.
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Theme 11: Migrant, Legal Assistance
& Language Translations
Since then, Centro del Pueblo has been
helping to reunite families separated by
immigration policies and providing “Know
Your Rights” educational workshops in
local churches. HAF & WRCF’s COVID-19
Regional Response
Fund granted $36,000
to help Centro del
Pueblo mitigate the
increased needs of
undocumented communities during the
pandemic.
The data are staggering. The California
Department of Public
Health data show
that 46% of coronavirus-related deaths
occurred in the Latinx
community, although the Latinx population
comprises only 39% of California’s population. Seventy percent of coronavirus-related deaths occurred among Latinx children ages 0–17, although Latinx children
comprise only 48% of California’s children
(https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/
DCDC/Pages/COVID-19/Race-Ethnicity.
aspx).
By comparison, the California Department of Public Health shows just 8.9%
of coronavirus-related deaths occurred
amongst white children ages 0–17, although
white children comprise 29.2% of California’s children (https://www.cdph.ca.gov/
Programs/CID/DCDC/Pages/COVID-19/
Race-Ethnicity.aspx).
Here is the COVID-19 infection data for
Humboldt County as of August 17, 2020:
● 17.81% of people who test positive
for COVID-19 are “Hispanic/Latino” despite

comprising only 9.8% of the total population;
● 7.81% of people who test positive for
COVID-19 are “American Indian or Alaskan
Native” despite comprising only 5.7% of the
total population;
● 27.81% of the
people who test positive for COVID-19 are
“white/Caucasian”,
despite comprising the
majority (81.7%) of the
total population.
In Oregon, “the
most obvious disparity is this: Latinx people make up 13% of
the state population,
and 27% of cases,”
according to the Multanomah County website (https://multco.
us/novel-coronavirus-covid-19/news/newnumbers-show-covid-19-damag e-communities-color-leaders-call). Curry County, thus
far, has few reported COVID-19 cases; they
are working to keep the number of infections
low and preparing for 2021.
In Del Norte County, two requests were
granted from the COVID-19 Regional Response Fund: $10,000 for the NorCal Lao
Foundation for assembling emergency kits
with medical and hygiene supplies, and culturally appropriate foods distributed to South
East Asian, low-income elders and families.
Emergency information and federal updates,
issued in English, were translated into the
Lao and Hmong languages. Also, $10,000
was directed to the Hmong Cultural Center
of Del Norte County for supplying culturally
appropriate meals, like roasted pigs, and
groceries to Hmong families and elders.

California data shows
that 46 percent of
Coronavirus-related
deaths occurred in
the Latinx community.
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Theme 11: Migrant, Legal Assistance
& Language Translations

NorCal Lao Foundation
Board Member Thavisak
Symphanthong (aka Lucky)
distributes 25-pound bags
of rice in Eureka.
Photo by Marylyn Paik-Nicely.
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Theme 12: Economic Development
& Capacity Building
As evidenced by the high number of
economic development & capacity building
requests, there is a regional need for capital
investments for both short-term recovery and
long-term, rural resiliency. The Economic
Development & Capacity Building theme
exceeded requests addressing the Food Security, Children & Adult Education, and even
Health/Mental Health & Hygiene themes.
The layers and interrelationships of community needs are made more evident by the
fact that Economic Development & Capacity
Building also addresses all of the other 11
themes that arose from the initial listening
sessions and rounds of funding.
HAF & WRCF used the COVID-19 Regional Response Fund to issue a range of
grants: from $1,800 for the Mattole Valley
Resource Center to replace their refrigerator in order to continue daily operations,
to $50,000 for the Karuk Tribe to launch a
new farm and provide shelter-in-place food
boxes. The Karuk Tribe is using the farm to
meet heightened need for food during the
pandemic, increase local food production,
and increase employment opportunities for
its people. The tribe is also using the grant to
provide food and hygiene boxes to 40 households (or 200 people) who are non-Native, but
who live upriver on tribal lands. Karuk culture
necessitates taking care of all community
members, regardless of tribal affiliation or not,
and federal grants prohibit using funds for
non-Native family members on tribal lands.
Trinity Community Food Outreach was
granted $35,000 for purchasing an additional
food storage unit for the county’s food bank in
Weaverville, which serves as a primary distribution point for local food pantries. The food
purchased perishables for seven local food
pantries, since their funding is unavailable

through government programs. Lastly, they
are building an all-weather, metal, 40 feet by
60 feet, insulated addition for volunteers to
prepare food for distribution during the day,
and to safely park food transport vehicles
during the night at their main distribution site.

Karuk Tribe received
funds to launch a
new farm and provide
members with shelterin-place food boxes
The Eureka Branch of the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) was supported with
$27,000 for increased operational needs
during the pandemic to support:
● All Humboldt County Black Student
Unions for their continued student-led (and
family-led) work with high school and middle
school systems to address mental and physical health dangers to students of color;
● Building Black Community by providing
stipends for the facilitators and offering childcare for monthly meetings;
● Black Humboldt in subsidizing ten, local
Black entrepreneurs to help keep their businesses open during the pandemic;
● Capacity building and technical assistance for facilitating listening sessions for
public school administrators to make schools
safer and more productive for Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC) students
in Humboldt and Del Norte counties.
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Additionally, the pandemic has created
unprecedented demand upon the nonprofit
Food for People in Humboldt County. From
the COVID-19 Regional Response Fund,
Food for People used their $21,000 grant to
respond to increased demands on the organization and for human-centered design
work with Equinoss Consulting. Besides
providing a food pantry at its central receiving and distribution site, Food for People
distributes food boxes to homebound seniors and has in-house social workers connecting people to services. Food for People
has paid staff and a team of volunteers
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also working on their Gleaning Program to
harvest food that might otherwise go wasted, and their Plant a Row for the Hungry
Program for additional food supply of nutritionally dense, fresh food grown by home
gardeners and businesses. Prior to the
pandemic, Food for People had just begun
recovering from the 2008 recession, budget
cuts and a decrease in donations, and was
also recovering from the 2019 planned and
unplanned power outages. Then, in early
2020, a city sewer backed up and flooded
their main site and food stock, forcing them
to rapidly relocate to resume services.
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Submitted photo

The Hmong Culture Center in Del Norte County used a grant for a drive-up food distribution events.
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Toward Recovery & Resilience: Investing in
Systems-Change Projects
Emerging from HAF & WRCF’s rapid response work came the recognition that patterns of unaddressed or under-addressed
stresses have persisted in the region for
years—even decades. Every major emergency or shock further illuminated the fragility of social, economic and health systems
that needed long-term reinvestment, cultivation and civic cooperation; however, without
support or capacity to do much more than
basic maintenance, the COVID-19 pandemic will further weaken essential services,
institutions, public infrastructure and human
relationships.
HAF & WRCF’s vision is to ensure that
grantmaking and capacity building resources stretch beyond the current crisis into

Infrastructure and
collaboration for
disaster response
and readiness

This work has two main areas of focus:
•

•
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investments for a future that is stronger,
more equitable, and ensures well-being for
everyone. A resilient rural region starts with
never wasting a crisis to change what was
broken, and betting on what could become
if the community worked together with common aims and resources.
As early as the first month of California’s
shelter-in-place order, HAF & WRCF recognized that these persistent vulnerabilities
needed a different kind of response and
cooperation. Below is a summary of those
efforts—what HAF is referring to as special
and systems-change projects—that are
receiving deeper levels of attention, resourcing, learning and monitoring; and they
involve a myriad local and state partners.

Support capacity and change required in Humboldt
and Del Norte Community Organizations Active
in Disaster (COAD) networks to become effective leaders in regional cooperation, information
exchange and community service during crisis or
disasters.
Work with the Humboldt County Fire Chief Association & County Fire Leadership to create and
fund collaborative strategies that will strengthen
firefighting and first responder infrastructure in a
region with increased fire risk, faulty and declining
power transmission hazards, a long-term divestment by public institutions and over reliance on
charitable contributions and volunteers.

Housing Insecurity
and Investment

While perceived as having boundless space to develop, housing is a chronic challenge in the region.
•

•
•

Community Safety
and Strengthening
Relationships with
Law Enforcement
and Justice Systems

Shelters and emergency housing facilities are extremely overextended; low-income and affordable
housing is oversubscribed, limiting options for essential workers, college students & young adults,
and lower-wage families.
The capacity and skills to leverage public incentives are threadbare.
HAF & WRCF and its partners are supporting several initiatives to trigger more long-term solutions,
including funding a cooperative housing resources
coordinator position in a very under-resourced part
of the region, working with economic development
agencies on multi-use renewal projects to attract
nonprofit developers and tax incentives, and supporting the Yurok Tribe on a large mixed-income
project.

As we all now know, the COVID-19 pandemic has further exacerbated racial inequities in the country, and
the community reflects those sad realities. As these
truths were emerging in the news, George Floyd was
killed by police officers in yet another case of unnecessary brutality and bias.
•

•

As the country reacted, HAF & WRCF already had
begun conversations with local law enforcement
about concerns that the pandemic was exposing
racial, gender and economic safety issues.
The discussions focused on the need to bridge
and build empathy, trust and compassion between
law enforcement and communities of color, those
exposed to domestic, partner, and family violence,
homeless people, undocumented residents, and
sovereign tribal nations.
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•

Food Production,
Distribution and the
Creation of Local
Infrastructure

The North Coast of California is a highly productive region for agriculture, dairy and cattle. It is well
known for abundant yet environmentally-conscious
processes.
•

•

•

•
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An effort has also begun to collaborate with College of The Redwoods, which houses the region’s
police academy. HAF & WRCF hopes to make
connections with and offer support to these vulnerable and marginalized communities; to help
facilitate and moderate spaces for understanding,
relationship building, accountability; and ultimately,
to support innovation in a system where the goal is
community safety.

The region exports a significant amount of unprocessed agri-goods to metropolitan areas to the
south and east, yet over time, local processing and
distribution has languished.
Only one large scale meat processor remains, for
example, and within HAF & WRCF’s four-county
service area, little internal distribution capacity
exists.
The pandemic has left the region reeling about
how to process and move goods around locally,
provide right-sized supply to food banks and other
access points, and create an emergency food system that enables fresh produce and dairy products
to be easily mobilized for community distribution.
HAF & WRCF has begun a project to assess those
needs and to prototype solutions, as well as to
help disrupt dependency on external food supply
chains.

Financial Safety
Nets for Those with
Informal, Fragile or
Gig-based Income

HAF & WRCF is currently working on income and
household financial safety nets for several communities this region is dependent on for its vitality, its
agriculture and related economies, and its essential
workers.
•

“Artists and
performers are an
essential part of
the region’s culture & livelihood.”

•

•

•

Those who are undocumented are some of the
most vulnerable during any crisis. They cannot
access safety nets, are exempt from public support, and are restricted from formal systems like
banks and health insurance. In addition to creating a humanitarian crisis where their lives are at
significantly greater risk, the COVID-19 pandemic
health implications to everyone in the community
increase if systems are not set up to care for all.
HAF & WRCF is working with a coalition of health
care providers, Latinx advocates, statewide advisors and philanthropy to provide individual relief to
undocumented families and to ensure information
exchange.
Artists and performers are an essential part of the
region’s culture and livelihood. Many work on individual projects or commissions or are supported
through nonprofits, seasonal festivals, large events
or institutional projects. Often they are under- or
uninsured and have little to no safety net.
HAF & WRCF is supporting and facilitating leaders
among the arts & culture community to help create
a financial stipend—or to invest in interim or civic
works projects with a vision of healing the region
through the arts.
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Supporting and
empowering HAF’s
Black, Indigenous,
Latinx, Asian/Asian
Pacific, and other
Communities of
Color

For the past five years, HAF & WRCF has led an
initiative called Equity Alliance of the North Coast.
That work focuses on the necessary individual and
systems change to transform HAF & WRCF’s rural
region into a place where the conditions, behaviors
and systems for racism are eradicated and where
people of color can thrive.
The “dual pandemics of COVID and Racism” as
described by the German Marshall Fund have further
motivated organizations to accelerate action internally and externally for racial understanding, safety
and justice within the region. The commitments are:
•

“Provide a brave
training and learning environment
for anyone interested in learning
about racism in
its many forms”

•

•
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Provide a brave training and learning environment
for anyone interested in learning about racism
in its many forms, and about many topics where
systemic bias leads to injustice. Also, where helpful, HAF & WRCF and its partners can offer private
training to groups and provide confidential space
for expression and learning.
Increase funding to Black, Latinx, Indigenous,
Asian/Asian Pacific, and other people of color–led
organizations with general operating support in
the region. HAF & WRCF will also provide no-cost
leadership development, training and capacity
building to Black, Latinx, Indigenous, Asian/Asian
Pacific, and other leaders of color running organizations who seek such resources to achieve their
goals.
Improve equity and representation on our foundations’ board and in its leadership team, and evaluate
how values are embodied and how people of color
are supported in their professional path of choice.
HAF & WRCF has already begun reviewing diversity and representation criteria for both board of
directors and staff recruiting processes. We commit
to monitoring and adapting how that leads to greater outcomes of diversity and governance.

•

•

•

“Care for the
region’s children
of color by amplifying scholarships, internships
and training
opportunities.

•

•

•

•

HAF & WRCF will help support and facilitate local public sector policy-making, reform, training,
leadership development and accountability when
believed there are faithful partners in government
organizations that deeply impact people of color.
Deepening how HAF & WRCF uses its local investment portfolio to capitalize organizations led
by and in service of communities of color. No-cost
lending and borrowing guidance will be offered
to applicant organizations who need debt-related
financial development.
HAF & WRCF will continue its internal bias and equity development and restructure the organization
so that efforts are not peripheral but embedded
in everyday work and decisions. HAF & WRCF’s
boards of directors commit to doing additional
learning and development as governors of the
regional foundations.
Offer support and resources to the region’s public
organizations and institutions genuinely seeking to
change their systems including law enforcement,
school districts and elected officials to mention a
few.
Care for the region’s children of color by amplifying
scholarships, internships and training opportunities. HAF & WRCF will also invest in, mentor, nurture and coach young people of color to become
leaders in philanthropy for the next generation:
Efforts that quickly emerged from this was to
facilitate a network of Black Leaders to learn each
other’s stories and experiences, build social capital, and think together about mutual needs with the
possibility of taking action collectively.
This work also weaves into HAF & WRCF’s efforts
with local law enforcement, where the group will
make recommendations and explore the roles of
community in self-help, policing policies, and work
with racial justice allies.
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Supporting Local
Media and Promoting Access and
Accuracy of Trusted
Information

Across the country, local media has been eviscerated and often replaced with disinformation in social
media. During an emergency or crisis, this puts
communities at significant additional risk when they
do not have reliable, local information. News media
and reporting in rural regions have been hard hit in
this trend, and the pandemic has eroded the main
advertising income sources in an already fragile
news ecosystem.
•

“Help young
adults heal by
developing their
skills to be fearless, honest and
build their storytelling skills.”

In support of truthful information, elevating stories
of the most vulnerable for awareness, and to help
stabilize local media, HAF & WRCF has created the
Community Voices Coalition. The coalition, including public partner Access Humboldt and the newspaper North Coast Journal, have already generated
multiple stories covering vulnerable and traditionally
underrepresented communities affected by the
pandemic in Humboldt, Trinity, Del Norte and Curry
counties. For example, one news story featured
information about the pandemic’s inequitable impact
on the local Latinx community.

July 8, 2020
“Humboldt Area Foundation Matches Donations to Support HSU Dreamers”
https://www.northcoastjournal.com/NewsBlog/archives/2020/07/08/humboldt-area-foundation-matches-donations-to-support-hsus-dreamers
June 2, 2020
“Humboldt Area Foundation Pledges $10,000 in Matching Funds to Support HSU Dreamers”
https://www.northcoastjournal.com/NewsBlog/archives/2020/06/02/humboldt-area-foundation-pledges10000-in-matching-funds-to-support-hsu-dreamers
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•

In addition to working with the Community Voices
Coalition, and in partnership with The California
Endowment’s Building Healthy Community efforts,
HAF & WRCF supports and fosters an important
initiative focused on empowering youth voices in the
media. The program helps young adults heal by developing their skills to be fearless, honest and build
their skills in storytelling across Del Norte County
and tribal lands.

July 9, 2020
“Humboldt Area Foundation Launches Project to Support Local Media”
https://www.northcoastjournal.com/NewsBlog/archives/2020/07/09/humboldt-area-foundation-launches-project-to-support-local-media

Support of Primary and Higher Ed
School Systems,
Readiness and Access to Technology,
and Accelerating
Remote Learning in
a Rural (Low Connectivity) Region

School systems, educators, students and their parents have been hard hit by the pandemic. Amidst
an already difficult and under-resourced education
environment, HAF & WRCF recognizes additional
capacity and support is needed but will require new
and different approaches. In Humboldt and Del Norte
counties, HAF & WRCF hopes to address gaps and
respond to the shifting needs of school districts in
the coming term.
•

•

HAF & WRCF is currently evaluating different approaches including advocacy, district coordination
and information exchange, unmet need around
technology and communications access, and additional capacity such as tutors and translators.
Hopefully, this effort can help HAF & WRCF learn
about how to invest in wraparound systems for
public schools, families and at-risk children given
the exceedingly high incidence of ACEs (Adverse
Childhood Experiences) in the region.
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Childhood Trauma,
Domestic Violence,
and Long-Term
Implications of Remote/Rural Adverse
Family Scenarios

Domestic, partner and family violence is a persistent
challenge in HAF & WRCF’s region.
•

•
•

Stabilization of Nonprofit Organizations

Locally, nonprofit organizations not only provide
essential social services, oversee significant environmental trusts, and sustain culture, but also they serve
as an economic engine for the region that has more
nonprofits per capita than anywhere in California.
•

•

•
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The shelter-in-place order undermined the already
fragile systems of alerts and notifications at schools
or health care facilities, made leaving an abusive
home situation for many extremely difficult if not impossible, and hindered professional social workers
and mental health care for those suffering.
Counties have a high incidence of Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs), often related to generational domestic violence/household violence.
As such, HAF & WRCF is convening advocates for
survivors of domestic violence with law enforcement
to gain common understanding of immediate and
future scenarios, and to determine how to improve
responses and services; to strengthen relationships
with law enforcement and advocates; and to help
address bias in responding to tribal advocates.

The impact of the coronavirus and diminishing public, private and philanthropic resources for nonprofits could destabilize already crucial safety nets and
civic infrastructure for an under-resourced region.
HAF & WRCF have a history of organizing, facilitating and providing leadership and capacity building
for the region’s nonprofits through NorCAN and the
Del Norte Nonprofit Alliance.
As HAF & WRCF rapidly responds and adapts to
the current urgent needs, such as supporting with
guidance around federal programs and finance
advice, the community will be helped to reorient for
a different future with limited charitable and public
funds and the realities of a long recovery.

Health Infrastructure
For decades, rural health care and systems have been fragile. The pandemic in
the region exposed challenges with halting non-urgent procedures that were the
revenue backbone for hospitals and clinics. Making up for that revenue will be a
challenge for many. The coronavirus further exposed gaps in health care workers, equipment, and emergency preparedness.
•
•
•

HAF & WRCF have been investing in health infrastructure when the pandemic hit
by focusing on health careers and supporting the university and community college with creating a nursing program.
HAF & WRCF responded to Native American communities with support for elder
care through United Indian Health Services (UIHS) and have invested in building
infrastructure and capacity in the nonprofit North Coast Clinics Network.
HAF & WRCF’s aim will be to leverage the knowledge and lessons generated by
the pandemic to build on existing work and understand how to best help drive sustainable, reliable and quality health care of the future in this rural region.

Prior to the pandemic, HAF & WRCF
was undertaking a comprehensive community-empowered plan for the entire region.
The goal was to work with institutions, youth
groups and schools, grassroots organizations, communities of color, and both business and nonprofit leaders to define collaborative actions and collective investments
for coming decades. The shared vision and
mutual commitments would then define HAF
& WRCF’s organizational strategic plan.
Like many others’ plans, the COVID-19
pandemic changed the ground underfoot.
HAF & WRCF first shifted into immediate
response, then turned attention to these
longer-term stresses and systems-change
needs. HAF & WRCF recognizes the importance of being simultaneously flexible and
responsive while investing in long-term systems change for recovery and resilience.
Over the next one to two years, HAF &

WRCF intends to more deeply invest in some
of these major issue areas and dive deeper into influencing a healthy and equitable
recovery. Underway now is an assessment of
COVID-19 response efforts, an evaluation of
much of the quantitative and qualitative data
for the region that help us understand related
gaps and conditions that exacerbate these
systems challenges, and a rapid analysis of
how HAF & WRCF can best serve the region
through capacity building, advocacy, investments and partnerships.
HAF & WCRF will focus on deepening
relationships with the most vulnerable and
marginalized people in the community and
on building and rebuilding a rural region that
thrives on innovation, arts and culture, and its
remarkable land amidst redwood forests and
the Pacific Ocean. The focus will also be on
learning and sharing lessons with other rural
regions and the philanthropic community.
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Lessons Learned and Actions Taken
Similar to what we are seeing on a
state, national, and international scale, the
COVID-19 pandemic has surfaced and
exacerbated the inefficiencies and inequi-

ties of current social, economic and political
systems. Here, the aim is to describe some
initial findings that are distinct to community
foundation responses in a rural region.

1. Mobilize & reorient quickly with front line staff, and prepare them
As mentioned earlier, at least half the team across two counties reoriented within a
week to new assignments of rapid outreach and service connection. Initially their task was
vague, and they were uncertain what they could offer in terms of funding or support. In
an already underfunded region, HAF & WRCF’s leadership and boards of directors were
uncertain how to match needs with financial capabilities. Determine how to help steady a
team with emotional care, required time off, and extra self-care benefits. Make sure everyone is on the same team and can provide mutual support. If we are healthier and stronger
as a team—having received technical support, ergonomic support, flexible scheduling,
empathy—then we are in a better place to respond to the needs of the community.

2. Connect to most vulnerable, be intentional with communities of color & equity
In rural areas, people can be hard to connect to for many reasons: technology access,
remoteness and often choice. Many are not part of formal systems. Communities possess
strong abilities to self-organize and raise up visionary leaders during crises. Further, as we
have witnessed disaster after disaster, communities of color suffer the most—the region
is further evidence of that with Latinx and Native American communities particularly hard
hit with a disproportionate number of positive COVID-19 cases. Develop active practices
that ensure outreach, funding support and empowered voices in communities of color and
other clusters of vulnerable people. In the disability community, for example, people whose
primary language is American Sign Language have incredible, cultural infrastructure upon
which to rely, as do communities of color and migrant communities. The region lacks ample
capacity for people whose first language is other than English. If we care about diversity
and inclusion, something must be done about equal language access at all times, but especially during an unfolding crisis. Natural disasters and social unrest can be expected to go
hand-in-hand as long as disasters highlight inequities within. When a new challenge presents itself, pause to determine how to most effectively deal with each challenge separately.
Set priorities for each challenge. Address the funding and workload needs among them,
and be prepared to shift with intention as circumstances change. Ignoring one challenge to
focus on the others may result in community safety gaps. Trying to simultaneously solve for
multiple disasters could reveal too many conflicting priorities for effective decision-making.
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3. Engage local, state and federal elected officials
Although we have some strong and deep, long-term relationships with congressional
representatives, senators and tribal chairs, we need to shift them from interpersonal relationships to systems. It’s critical that we continue to engage local, regional, state and national
partners in developing and funding solutions tailored to this unique, rural region to ensure
sustainability of current efforts and those of community partners. HAF & WRCF are community foundations that need more diverse relationships across this rural region. There are extensive networks of them like granges, school districts, water boards and commissions that
make for a quandary when relationship-building with limited staff capacity. Similarly, many
local leaders are struggling with implementing all of the ideas and needs, given their limited
resources. These struggles present opportunities to build local resources and capacity.

4. Maintain and participate in networks for sharing, exchanging & listening
Existing systems have played a major role in tapping knowledge, networks and infrastructure and convening them to help with response. This brain trust includes nonprofit
networks, leadership alumni, the League of California Community Foundations, Northern
California Grantmakers, Northcoast Grantmaking Partnership and Council of Foundations.
Making explicit this knowledge also ensures initial learning is captured, so we can connect
dots and leverage funding and policy.

5. Designate a parallel team, capturing as you go
We need to make sense of lessons learned by synthesizing the hundreds of hours of
input, needs and ideas we are receiving. We find that we need ways to capture all of the
data, but are faced with limited capacity as an organization not originally designed for crisis
response. So, we must build the capacity for both rapid response and rapid learning, in parallel, to ensure internal learning is incorporated. The challenge is that the infrastructure to
capture internal learning is not yet set up, taxing HAF & WRCF’s ability to provide support
and infrastructure to communities. Like us, they must gather to share essential information.
We’re working with Promotores de Salud community health workers, Latinx and migrant
communities to build out infrastructure to help them share lessons learned and provide input. We’re also working with local Black leadership to build out their networks so their voices are heard before, during and after a crisis. Since there will be more disasters, the more
we can incorporate the specific lessons learned from each one, then the more efficient the
response becomes for the next inevitable challenge.
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6. Create emergency governance & decision-making
HAF & WRCF quickly realized its organization’s by-laws and governance structures
were unready for a disaster. They were based on in-person meetings, large quorums,
structured committee processes, and paper-based documentation. A set of recommendations to the BOD to operate with delegated decision-making to the CEO and the Executive
Committee passed quickly, and will be automatically enforced anytime there is a federal,
state or county declared emergency. This kind of work will pay dividends. Before another
crisis strikes, go beyond this circumstance and run different scenarios for emergency decision-making: for example, would an earthquake scenario with current policies? Would
it work if power is out for five consecutive days? In a major flood that disconnects major
transportation and technology systems? Have this kind of emergency governance, no matter what, in place. Take care to streamline administrative processes, administrative controls
and financial payment processes so you can grant emergency dollars even when systems
are down.

7. Seek & prioritize unrestricted funding & ask funders/donors for flexibility
Get together key staff and board involved with donors, sponsors and funders and ensure an agreement seeking unrestricted funding for the immediate term (no less than six
months in a major emergency). If doing the other items on this list well, your organization
will be positioned to best know and respond to what communities need and be able to act
without encumbrances. If operating in an emergency response with a clear compass for
ethics and accountability, organizations closest to the front lines will likely make best use of
any resources donated. Those closest to distribution of local funds require the discretion,
flexibility, and speed to do it. Be confident with letting donors and funders know that’s what
you need. What we’ve heard from groups within the region is that unrestricted and general
operating support is the best way to support grantees. It’s consistent with a national trend
to give without creating hurdles. Now and in the future, we are working toward the need for
unrestricted granting with the highest level of accountability and transparency to donors and
funders. These responsibilities remain utmost in the mind as we engage in rapid response
grantmaking that necessitates flexibility.
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8. Likewise, listen to grantees: They also know what they need
Organizations will quickly adapt and move forward powerful strategies when they need
to evolve, particularly in a crisis. Those nonprofits, grassroots organizations and communities on the ground know best what their needs are. They are deeply connected with communities and know how to prioritize; they understand best how to get to people who are
the most vulnerable. They are the most connected with how to use their resources at any
given time, given the scarcity model under which they are used to operating. The trouble is,
they will often ask for less than what they need and will accept less than what they asked.
Rather than dictating to them about what they need, provide them with general operation
support to keep the lights on at this time, listen and help them do what they need to do, and
simplify the bureaucracy and paperwork. Along these lines, be open to new grantees like
grassroots organizations, small organizations, and unexpected partners. Allow them to be
flexible and support their emergent leaders.

9. Be vigilant about reconnecting & shifting capacity as circumstances evolve
The COVID-19 pandemic is so unlike anything we have ever seen. It has constantly
changed our plans and activities. Initially, we identified groups of vulnerable communities
to connect with in the early weeks of the pandemic. Most of the need at the time was focused on serving urgent sustenance and medical needs. Our outreach was expansive,
and though it stretched our capacity, we hoped the pandemic would come under control.
Obviously that was inaccurate, and as time dragged on, our outreach began to surface new
and different needs such as homeschooling, rental assistance, and mental health support
for isolation. Further, organizations who did not need support at day 30 were in financial
distress when we called three months later. Many were overly stressed managing current
commitments, including our own CRT. We recognize this unprecedented and constantly changing situation necessitates working with new and existing partners to rediagnose
needs continually and to be vigilant about shifting our capacity. We cannot rely on a false
sense of how a “normal” disaster cycle works—one that strikes quickly and ends relatively
quickly. We are now faced with multiple health, social and economic disasters, and must be
constantly reengaging and reconnecting in an evolving reality.
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10. Be brave and spend
Our most vulnerable communities and residents urgently need resources in a crisis.
Those who are able to address that need quickly and robustly have a responsibility to
respond. Foundations often juggle notions of scarcity versus charity in an unusual balance
of their dual duty of long-term endowment security against spending. The HAF Board of
directors evaluated these responsibilities carefully, and bravely decided to do our best to
meet this extraordinary need. They increased HAF’s endowment payout from 4.5% to 5%
for the fiscal year, an anticipated additional $500,000 to our region. They voted to rapidly
deploy up to $2 million in local loans. They also approved discretionary funds to be redeployed to the response and recovery of our region. As Board Chair Kathryn Lobato said: “At
a time when the normal instinct is to hold tight to one’s investment, we felt this move was
important to our region and why we’re here.” This kind of courage has incredible dividends
including signaling to our peers and other foundations that we believe in our community’s
capacity to rebound better and reinvest in the future.

11. Rural organizations sustained by event fundraising, volunteers & in-kind
support must rethink sustainability & more durable funding.
The fragility of a system over-reliant upon its volunteers, nonprofits, and artists “donating” time, money, and goods for fundraisers has become abundantly apparent during
the pandemic. In particular, those organizations providing first-responder services such
as volunteer fire departments or those providing safety net services need durable funding
and the capacity to focus on their mission, not the next fundraising event. Since we don’t
know the next disaster on our horizon, or how long the duration we need to address this
pandemic, it’s important to do something now. For some organizations, that may be advocating for renewed public funding, such as with fire departments. For other organizations,
that could be taking bold steps to consolidate back-end infrastructure to reduce overhead
and to promote collaboration, rather than organizations building-out individual and redundant infrastructure. Sharing services will require initial operational funding and facilitating
cooperation among organizations that are fiercely independent. But this time is particularly
crucial as donors are shifting their focus areas and tightening their resources, and with
fewer fundraising dollars to go around, consolidating human resources, legal support,
accounting, and other common back-office services will be vital to sustain the many mission-driven organizations deeply relied on in rural areas.
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12. Safety nets are more fragile than we thought and “Essential Workers”
don’t have a choice
There are gaps in almost every system in the region—first responders arriving to scenarios with several different emergencies to triage, police addressing social services, migrant
workers’ food or housing, working parents without child care and response, minimum-wage
grocery store staff conflict-managing customer hostility—just to name a few. These gaps are
not new, but this pandemic has made them greater without much capacity to address them
effectively and efficiently. We also need to rethink safety-net funding for those who have informal incomes. For example, artists in our region are crucial to both the economy and culture,
yet their ability to thrive when there is a crisis is very fragile. There is much to learn from other communities about setting up these kinds of systems before the next disaster strikes. This
pandemic might allow us to reorganize and consider opportunities to develop policies such as
living wages, public benefits and business taxes to support essential nonprofits that provide
safety nets during times of crisis or when government funding is at an impasse.

13. The “backbone” is essential. Guide cooperation investments in coordination
We’ve learned that the ability for organizations to share resources, and cooperate on
specific projects necessitates that there is a compensated coordinator among them. The
ideal coordinator is someone with the ability to administer meetings, problem-solve, organize stakeholders and oversee routine tasks and accountability. This coordinator also researches policy, ensures communication flow and facilitates agreements. This orchestrator
of collaboration is entirely overlooked but the value of it has unforeseen impact. If we are to
get something done that requires public-private-nonprofit execution of projects in common,
this coordinator is an essential function we need to develop and collectively support for our
mutual good. Community foundations often play a critical role in getting this service off the
ground in regions around the country. In our rural regions spread so thin and with many
actors moving in independent directions, this function will be vital to our future.

14. Leverage the expertise of funders, not just money
Funders tend to have specialties and crises do not allow time to commission new research. Leveraging the research and expertise amongst peers, engages the key to making
decisions that are quick and well informed. Funders who specialize in the legal structures of
direct relief to individuals, or in effective modes to ensure the safety of undocumented peoples, or in what kinds of gaps in funding to expect from federal sources can be invaluable to
a foundation navigating all of these challenges simultaneously.
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15. Engage with and strengthen local media; share information and stories
While some civic infrastructure can be strengthened through philanthropy, much of the
work of disaster response is up to the behavior of residents and their public officials. To
act responsibly, people need accurate, helpful, up-to-date information. This is as true in a
pandemic as it is in an election cycle. Further, in rural regions, our newspapers and radio
stations are lifelines to many and provide essential local context. Social media has transformed many local news organizations and undermined the integrity of information and in
critical moments has promoted disinformation that may harm individuals during disasters.
Therefore, continuing to invest in good information systems across all mediums gives the
community critical tools to understand, participate and elevate voices toward a common
public safety. Our Foundation has developed creative ways to support media outlets facing
lost revenues, especially from lost advertising. HAF & WCRF have worked with print and
radio to promote local journalism and enable them to feature stories of vulnerable people
that may not otherwise be covered. Other ideas include helping youth and multilingual opinion pieces or social media stories to support accessibility. And yes: pay for local advertising
or fund nonprofit paid ads to sustain crucial revenue sources in the moments they too are
essential service providers.

16. Rural leadership is extraordinary, but rural redundancy is rare
By its very definition, rural leadership is when one person plays six critical roles in a
community, no matter what the compensation—and even when there is lack of compensation or recognition. When that rural, multi-player leader is sick or injured, the system starts
to falter and the community falters. When just a few rural leaders are simultaneously unavailable, the system can break, leaving rural communities at risk for needs not being met
and the heroic few remaining exhausted, seemingly beyond capacity. These vibrant leaders and their communities require planned, targeted support to build out rural leadership
before another crisis strikes which will involve minimizing the dependency on the few and
increasing the capacity of others. In the months and years ahead, we will need to identify
and mentor new talent, support training for emerging leaders and younger constituents who
can govern and lead boards. We will need to reduce barriers to exclusive systems of power
and decision-making, too. Further, for those who are burdened with multiple roles, we need
to help them with intentional hand offs. In our tight-knit rural places that may feel personal
and create a sense of loss of purpose or control. To these brave sentries, we need to be
compassionate partners in transition. For our rural regions to thrive in a very different future, a new form of rural leadership must emerge and we need to facilitate the change with
courage and transfer.
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17. Take risks, accept mistakes; learn quickly and do it again
When a new challenge presents itself during a pandemic, like a power outage, or like a
flood blocking the main road, we must pause and sort out how to deal with it. The road you
take may be different and unplanned, and there will be new obstacles further down the road.
Dead ends will be encountered, and turning back difficult and consuming valuable time.
But, if an organization’s leadership shares a culture of taking risks, trying new approaches,
accepting mistakes and learning from failure as a part of its leadership role, then ultimately
the organization will get to the best destination. That destination may not be the one that
was originally planned, but it will be more impactful, insightful, and safer for all. Supporting
an organization that can take risks, accept failure, learn and adapt requires a team of people
dedicated to practicing a set of skills.

18. Listen. Be empathetic. Be present for people in crisis
Just listening and making sure people know they are understood and heard makes a
big difference. It fills a basic need. People often go unheard when in crisis. Disasters are
responded to by mere people with mental and emotional health needs that need to be addressed to be effective. Focusing on the well-being of the essential workers and front line
leaders through listening, coaching, building capacity and offering direct services can go a
long way towards helping a community operate at its highest potential. Give staff time to talk
with leaders as people; be the oxygen mask. Our Foundation funded meals for emergency
room workers, hired a facilitator to bring together nonprofit leaders for mutual support, and
even supported a meditation coach for our staff, partners and community leaders. Some of
the greatest things we have heard over and over from frontline leaders have been: Thank
you for letting me open up. No one had asked me how I was doing in weeks. I just need
to talk, to feel supported. I’m refreshed to go on now. Maslow, who created the hierarchy of
needs found that this human need is our most basic. Enabling this enables others to go on.

19. Support and build cultural infrastructure before disaster strikes
When local communities have cultural infrastructure and we have supported that all
along, then during a disaster they are able to be stronger and more resilient. Communities
that have a strong, shared cultural value of caring for one another are infinitely more durable and self-reliant in disaster. Supporting those cultural values between disasters and
making space for culturally appropriate responses during disasters is a key to leveraging
that durability. We found that local Hmong, Lao, Native and Latinx neighbors had systems of
community care that were created from distinct cultural values and relationships. Each was
strengthened by a unique cultural tradition. For example, a strong community of Laotian
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dance troupes has been active in our region for many years. That cultural infrastructure and
set of relationships was quickly mobilized to establish a food support and distribution system, one that nourished the community with their traditional foods. Empowering grassroots
leaders through their traditions, cultures and languages is the fastest, safest and healthiest
way to support them. Investing in community cultural connections and building trust in quieter years realizes multiple dividends during the difficult times.

20. Support civics & smart public policy for the future
Our democratic and civic process has never been easy. But it is our duty to understand
and use our voices to promote public policies that are not merely the best for each one
of us as individuals, or even the best for us in neighborhoods. Being civic-minded means
considering the next few generations and the many disasters they may inherit because we
may not have acted, or acted thoughtfully, or acted on behalf of all. There are many ways
to participate, all include voting, some include advocacy, others include helping to design
policies and participating in committees. Whatever your mode, we must all recognize that
disasters are becoming more frequent, deadly and costly. They are impacting jobs and
housing security, and they are creating a disproportionate death toll in communities of color
and very low-income neighborhoods. Future generations will need to pay unrecognizable
financial and human tolls in future disasters. Our rural communities need to come together
and sensibly discuss the future they will leave in legacy to the region. Being civic-minded is
not partisan, but an evaluation and enactment of thoughtful public policy. Particularly for the
most marginalized: those likely to be the highest casualty toll during the next disaster again.

21. See the connections. Stitch together the solutions
See the issues when they are blended together. This way of seeing is a superpower and
we can all wear capes. The role is to not just to listen to individual voices, but to hear all
of the different voices and try to diagnose the heart of the problem and where best interventions can be made, or where people can be connected to work on common challenges together. For example, we found strong relationships between food security, housing
vulnerability and substance abuse, and helping to connect those dots to make a couple
common interventions at once reduces cost, time and human effort. It also helps minimize
the vulnerability of the recipient significantly. As a community foundation supporting many
different organizations, we are often at the center of connecting these themes and service
providers, and it often requires us stepping back from frenetic emergency response to see
the larger picture.
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22. Rural is not “monoculture”
There is a common misconception among those who live outside rural areas that there is
a sameness to our regions. For example, our region’s service area is the size of the state of
Massachusetts. However, major infrastructure gaps such as broadband or fiber-optic cable
means that children are unable to participate in remote learning, which is a vastly different
context than the well-connected rural areas of Massachusetts. The San Francisco Bay Area,
the urban area closest to our region, possesses abundant clustered resources and skilled
capacity from which to draw. Many more proximate rural areas on interstate freeways can
regularly access that capacity and skill in efficient ways. Our region regularly does not have
this access due to our distance, highway infrastructure and economic resources. In yet
another example, each of our 20 sovereign tribal nations, more than anywhere in California, require distinct legal relationships involving federal treaties that relate to state and local
services, as well as relationships with the private sector. When taking time to understand
the distinct microcultures and economies that define rural areas, state and national partners,
philanthropies and institutions can better understand how to be most helpful in supporting
our different regions.

23. Emergencies are not the time to build new relationships
Times of high stress, when people’s emotions are at the surface and frayed, are times
when bad judgment and friction occurs. Instead of those inefficient and unworkable scenarios, it’s infinitely better to know who key partners are going to be in times of crises and
build infrastructure, build the understanding of their values and their perspectives. That will
enable working with everyone during high-stress crises, even if people disagree.

24. Be good neighbors
Reach beyond easy. Relationships with the region to the south, Mendocino County,
have resulted in their getting significant financial support and building their knowledge of
native communities. The relationship east of Trinity has provided support to the Shasta
community and its investments. The relationship to the north to Curry County has supported a small, rural, geographically isolated region in Oregon that might not otherwise receive
funding and support. We don’t believe the territory ends at county lines. We are there to do
the hard work of helping people in need and being good neighbors for the duration.
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Special thanks to our supporters
HAF and WRCF were incredibly fortunate to rely on the extraordinary support,
partnership, expertise and elbow-grease
of so many people these past few months.

This list would be endless if we had limitless
pages, so we apologize for missing anyone.
Meanwhile, we give deep gratitude to the
following organizations and individuals:

The Humboldt Area Foundation Board of Directors, and Affiliate Boards of the
Wild Rivers Community Foundation and the Humboldt Health Foundation.
Your empowering and brave financial and governance decisions enabled us to support
the region rapidly and with the knowledge you were behind us. You took risks—increasing
the endowment payout rate, $2 million injection in community loans, shifting budgets to the
front lines and giving staff extra support and benefits. This region is incredibly fortunate to
have you as trustees. We would also like to thank the Advisory Council of the Native Cultures Fund whose wisdom powerfully drives attention and resources.
The Anonymous Donor who changed hopes, ambitions and needs of robust support
to the most vulnerable in local communities into a bold reality with nearly $2 million for the
region (also supporting neighbors in Mendocino with another $1 million). We will never
be able to fully express what your generosity meant in an immediate response, nor the
immeasurable impact it will have for years ahead in recovery. Your confidence in HAF &
WRCF’s ability to serve without strings or onerous funder requirements, as well as the
speed in which you injected deeply needed resources was extraordinary. You heard the
struggle of these rural and tribal regions, though having no direct links to this place. Your
rare humility means that we cannot recognize you specifically, but please know you enabled much of what is reported here and we hope that someday we can welcome you to
the magical North Coast to see the impact you helped create.
The California State Office of Social Innovation has been a tremendous partner
since the early days of the pandemic. Kathleen Kelly Janus and Ashley Anderson
demonstrated tireless support and are a true model of public service and the generosity
that is enabled when the government works flexibly with philanthropy, nonprofits and community organizations. They helped us connect with resources crucial for work, from donors
to experts and networks attempting to solve common, statewide challenges. Anna Naimark
and Christina Snider who serve as California State’s Tribal Negotiator and Liaison,
respectively, helped us accelerate attention to Native American communities and tribal nations and provided policy information and guidance so that we could help get out accurate
information distribution.
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Congressional Representative Jared Huffman and California State Senator Mark
McGuire who quickly mobilized to support the region with advocacy and support. Their
wonderful staff, particularly John Driscoll who serves Representative Huffman’s field office
and Thomas Witzel who is advisor to Senator McGuire, were at the ready for responding
to urgent calls, helping us think through state and federal resources, and to quickly organize meetings with tribal councils to navigate responses to their sovereign nations.
We also thank the Leaders of the Tribal Nations, Reservations and Rancherias in
the region for your partnership and readiness to share information so that we could enable
the right support to each of your unique communities and gain the benefit of your knowledge and partnership in the territories adjacent to your lands.
The California Endowment and their devoted team that has long served this region,
Geneva Wiki and Kate Shea. You injected flexible funding during the first week and were
there, as always, with expertise and collaboration. The California Wellness Foundation
also quickly infused the Fund rapidly with unrestricted funding for COVID-19 response, and
encouraged us to use existing grants flexibly for the most urgent needs. The Blue Shield
Foundation reached out in the first month to ask how they could be helpful, having been
motivated by years of rural equity efforts. Like other generous donors, they too rapidly
deployed funding and technical assistance and empowered us without burdensome restrictions. Pacific Gas and Electric also showed up quickly with unconstrained funds. The
Hewlett Foundation, a wonderful partner in working with the Native Cultures Fund, quickly let us know that existing operational support could be repurposed and adapted deadlines
and existing commitments to local needs.
The League of California Community Foundations has been a wonderful partner to
all of California’s community foundations, providing an essential network for rapid information exchange and mobilizing resources. Their new CEO Laura Seaman stepped up with
courage into a pandemic in her first few months, and supported by the unflappable Sheila
Tyree, facilitated a major grant by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation to help this
rural and often overlooked region. We are incredibly grateful to them and our colleagues in
community foundations across the state for your partnership, and a special friendship with
our neighbors at the Community Foundation of Mendocino County and Community
Foundation of the North State (formerly Shasta Regional Community Foundation).
The Headwaters Fund recognized that the nonprofit sector is a major employer in this
region and stepped up to provide funding to support staff retention for Humboldt County
agencies.
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The many incredible local, individual, family and fund donors whose support of the
COVID-19 Regional Response Fund means much more than we can express. The Fund’s diversity of donations included teachers, former staff and other community foundations. It ranged
from $20 to $20,000 and more. Each of you matters to us and this region immeasurably.
HAF & WRCF’s Donor Circle and Cultures in Solidarity members showed both their
personal care of supporting the region’s most vulnerable, and their thoughtful approach of
enabling those closest to need to know what best to do.
In Del Norte County, a generous group developed a local fund pool to support business
loans and the local economy including the R. Baird and Jane Rumiano Family Fund, the Gil
& Ann H. Hess Memorial Fund, the Nick and Lisa Rail Music Fund, and the South Fork/
Big Flat Expendable Fund.
The members of the Trinity Trust Advisory Committee that recommended how best to
direct available grant funds for needs in Trinity County.
The Redwood Region Economic Development Corporation (RREDC) and the Arcata Economic Development Corporation (AEDC), longtime partners and collaborators in
helping ensure the backbone of this regional economy, local businesses and nonprofits, and
healthy development. Partnering with them, we could leverage $2 million in local loans to provide a quick response for the federal Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) and stabilize local
businesses and nonprofits with low-interest, long-term loans.
To the grantees who said “give us less, give others more” which helped restore spirits
and reinforced the generosity and neighborly care across this incredible region. You touched
us constantly when you wanted less so that neighbors, other nonprofits and frontline responders were able to get what they needed.
Ali O. Lee responded to a plea for help and jumped in with vigor and humor to lead this
report to its completion. To Scott Graves who designed it and Hannah Eisloeffel who lent
her amazing editing skills. And thank you to several other organizational leaders who always
jump in to help when asked to get stuff like this done.
Finally, to the staff of HAF & WCRF and their families: you doubled and tripled your
workload, rapidly shifted your efforts, made hundreds of hours of calls and helped navigate
tremendous need, shored up operations and financial systems so that the team was safe and
could prioritize community. You were stable, humble and supportive in the midst of chaos. You
took care of your children and parents because others couldn’t, all while being present for others. Your families supported you to be present. You thrived under incredible uncertainty, and
know that is all of our immediate future, too. You are extraordinary and we love you.
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Individuals, Family & Fund Donors
The Angel Fund
Robert Ayers
Maggie Banducci
Diane Blackberry
Richard & Sally Botzler
I. Lee & Larry Bravo
Nancy & John Bridenbaugh
Amy Bruce
The Carrillo-Patrick Family
HAF CEO’s Discretionary
Grant Fund
Becky Chambers & Berglaug
Asmudardottir
Wesley & Cindy Chesbro
Patrick Cleary & Cat Koshkin
Community Foundation of
Mendocino County
Gail Coonen
Conrad Cooper
Creative Sustainability Fund
Jennifer Curtis
The Dental Angel Fund
Donor Circle Fund
Mike & Sara Dronkers
Elk Head Inspiration Fund
Dave Finigan
Elizabeth Frink
Daniel Faulk
The Footprint Fund
Chris Frolking/Margaret Nulsen
Jana Ganion
Jason Garlick
Mary Gelinas & Roger James
Margot Genger
Michael Goldstein
Zuretti & Brenda Goosby
Andrew Guzman
Anne Hartline
John & Rita Harvey
Wendy Heard
Amber Hoffman
Homeless Student Advocacy
Group Fund
Giles F. Horney, Jr. Fund
House and Garden Inc.
Joyce Houston

David & Annie Howell
Christina Huff
Humboldt Lyme Awareness
Group Fund
Rachel Humphrey
Jeanette Hurst
George Ingraham
Janssen Family Fund
Amy Jester
Charlie Jordan
Keehn Family Trust Fund
Ann King
James Kloor
Ali Ong Lee & Family
Joselyn Lindsey
Ralph Lindstrom
Bryna Lipper
Kathryn Lobato
William & Helen Love
Chris Luna & Luis Chabolla
The Lurtz/Gleye Family
Lain MacDonald
Mary Mallahan & David Bazard
Matsen Insurance Brokers –
Wendy David
John & Jackie McBeth
Susan & Scott McDougall
Marc McGowan
Janine Melzer
Pam Mendelsohn
Keytra Meyer
Lorraine B. Miller Wolf
Sarah Millsap
Sandra Milunich
Sylvia Mitchell
Jillian Moore
Mark & Dina Moore
Lisa Morris
Seferino (Sef) Raul Murguia
Memorial Fund
Stella Navis Fund
Nesbitt Family Fund
Jenis Openshaw
Jenifer Pace
Marilyn Page & James Test
Paik-Nicely Ohana Legacy Fund

Marylyn & Tim Paik-Nicely
Janice Parakilas & Roy Baker
Charles & Anna Pedrazzini
Private Charitable Foundation
Corin & Sarah Pilkington
Gene & Claire Perricelli
Janet Pomerantz
Premier Foundation Fund
The Rael-Falkenthal Family
Jennifer Rice
Carol Rische & Sue MacConnie
Ron & Jan Ross Family Fund
Jerry Rubin MD
Rubin-Devons Family Fund
David & Kimberley Ryan
Michelle Schuiteman & José
Marin Jarrin
Mary E. Shanahan
Silicon Valley Nelson Fund
Emily Sinkhorn
Patricia & William Smullin
Foundation
Monica Sperling
The Stamos-Young Family
Trish Stefanik
Susan & Jim Stephenson
Emma Stokes
Colin Teurfs
David & Gail Turner
Randy & Heather Turner
Ronald & Nancy Turner
Brenda Urueta
Terry Uyeki
Jeffrey Van Gemert
Vera P. Vietor Trust
Vrem Family Charitable Fund
George Waller
Janet Werren & Willard Foote
Christopher Whitworth & Janet
Macedo Whitworth
Ann Marie Martin-Woolley
Memorial Fund
Michael & Katy Yanke
Gina Zottola
Jared & Lisa Zystro
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First 5 Humboldt: Children and Adult Education
When deciding to award this grant, HAF & WRCF also expanded the award amount to
include similar support for the rest of our region: Trinity, Del Norte and Curry counties. As of
May 2020, 126 child care providers were open in Humboldt County. Many local child care
providers are small, in-home care for eight children. Some preschool centers have between
24 to 50 kids enrolled.
“First 5 Humboldt, in providing help to local child care providers, helps us all,” reports
Sara Dronkers, Director of Grants and Nonprofit Resources at Humboldt Area Foundation
First 5 Humboldt was granted $80,000 in the first quarter of the COVID-19 Regional
Response Funding for Del Norte and Trinity counties. In Humboldt, First 5 Humboldt was
granted $55,000 for incentives for providers. Of the 126 child care programs open, in Humboldt, both child care centers and family child care homes are expected to function with
reduced class sizes—at 40% capacity. To top it off, California proposed a 10% reduction in
that average regional rate, beginning July 1, 2020—which was an additional reduction since
child care providers are paid at 80% of the regional rate—and Humboldt’s costs are above
the average rate. State funds only pay the child care costs of essential workers to relieve
parental child care costs; therefore, a two-tiered recognition and incentive for staying open
or reopening was funded.

This payment not only serves as an incentive to reopen, but also serves as a recognition of the critical and vulnerable nature of child care in our recovery from the pandemic.
HAF & WRCF is working on setting up a fund for child care and stipends. Funds going
to child care providers (depending on size, $500-$750) COVID-19 restrictions makes for
reduced capacity. Protective public health measures reduce the number of children each
provider can serve, making the finances of these small businesses difficult. In Humboldt
County, more than half of local licensed child care facilities closed after the March shelterin-place order. This fund would be a local, short-term solution to keep childcare businesses
from closing permanently. Once a child care provider has closed, it becomes much less
likely they will reopen in the future.
HAF & WRCF is increasing its support to First 5 programs in Trinity, Del Norte, and
Curry counties to support child care providers, however it makes sense in their communities. The two-tiered incentive/stipend program may not fit the more rural parts of our service area. Susan Seaman, Mayor of Eureka, belongs to the COVID Economic Resilience
Consortium, which identified and formed a committee to address access to child care and
support of our child care industry as key factors to addressing economic resiliency.
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Del Norte Mission Possible: For the homeless
Crescent City’s Del Norte Mission Poscontinues to be an excellent opportunity for
sible was established in 2019 to provide
relationship-based case management,” she
shelter, case management, and connection said.
to support services for the homeless. It is
Daphne’s daily experience with homemanaged by one paid employee, Direcless people is full of challenges, such as
tor Daphne Cordealing with a drug
tese-Lambert, and
overdose, domesa volunteer board of
tic violence and
directors.
COVID-19 issues.
The nonprofit
However, there are
works closely with
many successes,
individuals, city and
such as man who
county agencies,
recently landed a
other nonprofits and
new job and a place
churches to develop
to live after receiving
locally-based soluDaphne’s guidance.
tions that address
The Department
the growing homeof Health and Human
less epidemic.
Services is a key
As with many
supporter, providing
Submitted photo
nonprofits, Del
reimbursement for
Daphne
Cortese-Lambert
of
Del
Norte
Mission
Norte Mission Posstaff time and the
Possible used her funds to provide showers and
sible works on a
hotel room. The
services to the homeless.
shoestring budget
California Endowand is dependent on receiving help from
ment has provided a Small Grant for basic
many community partners. In April, HAF
services, while DNATL Community Good
and WRCF awarded a $15,000 in grants
Council provides snacks, and Starbucks
from the COVID-19 Response Fund to sup- provides coffee for the shower program.
plement the shower program and help adDaphne often collaborates with Del
dress the need for increased services and
Norte’s Department of Health and Human
management support during the pandemic. Services and Behavioral Health to connect
“It’s my personal goal that anyone who
people to the longer-term help they need,
comes looking for a shower is not turned
and she has been working with Seven Anaway,” said Daphne. “Everyone deserves a
gels Last Stop Services, a nonprofit organishower and a chance.”
zation working to create a transitional housIn one week in July, Daphne talked with
ing program in Del Norte County.
125 homeless people and offered at least
“It truly is a community effort,” Daphne
162 various services such as food, clothsaid. “We couldn’t do it without our commuing and basic essentials. The showers,
nity partners and supporters who join tomade available at Coastal Inn and Suites
gether to make this program a success.”
in Crescent City, “had 30 participants and
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Cooperation Humboldt: Mental health support
Cooperation Humboldt is a nonprofit working to create a non-hierarchical, organizational
structure for meaningful collaboration that benefits and grows with community.
From the COVID-19 Regional Response Fund, Cooperation Humboldt was granted
$8,000 for mental health support supplies for art therapy, a stipend to run the program and
$100 a month for program participants.
Cooperation Humboldt acts as fiscal sponsor for local teacher Justin Maxon, who
shared he “has 19 years of clean time.” Maxon also shared participant Sarah Balke’s realization and collaborative artwork:
“I learned how to pray
when I was twelve. I try
to do it every day, twice
a day. It really helps
me with my anger and
stress. I don’t get to
see my kids right now.
They are in a foster
home because I’m
getting my life together, so I can be a better
mother.”
Assumptions coming into
this grantmaking process
have been repeatedly challenged. As the COVID-19
pandemic has evolved, HAF
& WRCF, too, has evolved
in ways of thinking about
grants.
This teacher exemplifies
Submitted photo
how individuals can make
a difference and teach us
The nonprofit Cooperation Humboldt also received COVID-19 funds
to provide quality, sustainable food to residents.
about how foundations are
shifting support to individuals
whose “good deeds are not
first formally vetted by the Internal Revenue Service,” says Amy Jester, Program Director of
HAF’s Health & Nonprofit Resources. “During a time of great risk, we are learning to take
greater risks for more rapid response.”
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Summer meals for Del Norte County’s students
The Del Norte County Unified School Dis- up locations were schools, resource centers,
apartment complexes and an Open Door
trict received $30,000 in grant funding for its
clinic:
Seamless Summer Mobile Food Program.
Additionally, for the rural remote children
The school district is part of the national
nutrition program and is a “Healthy Kids Chal- outside of Crescent City limits, meals were
handed out on four
lenge” partner. Meal
bus routes.
program information
In total, school
was provided in both
English and Spanish
district’s Deborah
Kravitz, Director of
for the greatest outNutrition Services,
reach potential.
reported that 90,000
Free, nutritious
meals were served
meals were provided
for eight weeks in
for youth ages 18
summer 2020 (as
and younger. Meal
of August 6). By
pick-up sites were
Photo
by
Jessica
Cejnar
(Wild
Coast
Outpost)
comparison, 56,000
open every Monday,
Del Norte Unified School Districts Nutrition Ser- meals were served
Wednesday and
vices staff prepare sandwiches for the summer the summer of 2019.
Friday from 10:30
food program.
Kravitz said,
a.m. until noon, for
“By granting us the
eight weeks. At each
money to operate a mobile summer food propick-up site, two lunches and two breakfasts
gram, we were able to reach so many more
were provided.
To best reach food recipients, the six pick- youth in our county.”

Healthy Moms Program: Counseling needs
Healthy Moms Program received a
$950 grant to purchase cell phones or data
cards for approximately 30 mothers who
would benefit from remote counseling needs
through Humboldt County’s Department of
Health & Human Services. Also, the Healthy
Moms program purchased Bluetooth headsets and Zoom memberships for counselors
to host encrypted and COVID-19–safe meetings.
Prior to the pandemic, half the eligible
mothers did not have cell phones or data
to benefit from group counseling services.

Healthy Moms did not have funding to go
remote to reduce the spread of the coronavirus. Without counseling, higher stress
levels from sheltering in place with children
put these women in a position where they
were more vulnerable to using alcohol and/
or substances again. Some counseling was
court-ordered; without it there was the threat
of children being placed in the foster care
system.
Additionally, children were provided with
activities, books and some toys to make sheltering in place easier.
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Equipment for emergency response workers
HAF & WRCF granted the Humboldt
Although this was a small investment
County Fire Chiefs Association $8,600 to
in community, first responders having necpurchase personal protective equipment
essary safety equipment will have a large
(PPE) for emergency workers in 39 fire
impact for serving 135,500 people in Humdepartments throughout Humboldt and
boldt and approximately 12,500 people in
Southern Trinity
Trinity.
counties. This was
HAF & WRCF’s
an average of $221
region will continue
per fire department
to increase in wildfire
for practical safety
and structural fire
equipment to precalls, putting further
vent contamination
strain on emergency
and spread of the
responders.
coronavirus.
Due to budget
“That the departcuts, there have
ments are working
been fewer respondSubmitted
by
Humboldt
Bay
Fire.
together to submit
ers for going out on
Humboldt Bay Firefighters remain on the job
this ask is unpreccalls. For example,
during
the
COVID-19
pandemic.
edented,” reported
some firehouses
Haley Clark, HAF’s
have been shutLeadership & Nonprofit Resources Coorditered for the time being and other departnator.
ments now respond to those calls, making
The association, which agreed obtaining for longer wait times. HAF & WRCF’s first
PPE was their top pandemic priority across responders are currently underfunded and
both counties, has rural representation and
understaffed during a time when the panreported they have otherwise not been able demic pushes first responders to capacity
to secure funding for necessary equipment. for an undetermined amount of time.
For the short term, PPE has been difficult
In response, local fire departments and
to access, since the majority of PPE has
fire associations have been partnering to
been routed to prioritized regions. Rural
build relationships of mutual aid. This reHumboldt and Trinity fire departments were quest is an example of such collaborative
not only unable to access additional gowns, response due to mutual need in a rural
but face shields for protection beyond N95
area; where dollars and people are few and
masks, gloves and fire response gear.
far between, human capital becomes the
For the long term, fire departments con- greatest resource. The association’s 39 fire
tend with continued use of additional prodepartments came together and developed
tective equipment. Some departments are
a coordinated regional response. These
looking to secure emergency medical serstronger relationships are more frequently
vice (EMS) jackets to protect against blood- evolving at the local, regional and state levborne and airborne pathogens for known or els in response to the current pandemic.
suspected COVID-19 calls.
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Humboldt Area Foundation

promotes and encourages generosity, leadership
and inclusion to strengthen our communities.
www.hafoundation.org
707-267-9905

Wild Rivers Community Foundation

(an affiliate of Humboldt Area Foundation)
serves all of Del Norte and Curry County promoting and encouraging
generosity, leadership and inclusion to strengthen our communities.
www.wrcf.org
7070-465-1238
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